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ABSTRACT

This thesis aims at snowing that the anti-realist 
conception of meaning and truth is fundamentally misconceived. 
There is a greater emphasis on the negative aspects of anti- 
realism than on positive arguments for rival accounts, and 
tae main thrust of the negative argumentation is to draw 
unacceptable consequences of anti-realist theory. What 
unifies a ratner hybrid thesis is a sustained attack on 
the anti-r.alist treatment of dispositions.

Many of the points made in the thesis cannot be 
claimed to be original; phenomenalism and behaviourism have 
already been heavily criticised for instance. What is to be 
hoped is that a wider scope is ĵ iven to many of these points 
by showing how they form an attack on views whose raison 
d* etre is a particular analysis of truth and meaning.
Argument rather than deep analysis is conspicuous: given the 
limitations of space, I hope this is justifiable in the 
interests of polemic.

Chapter 1, is partly take up by a brief account of 
some of the ways in which the anti-realist theory of truth 
and meaning has played a significant part. The rest of the 
chapter introduces an anti-realist treatment of dispositions - 
that of Dummett's logical behaviourism - and obvious objections 
are raised.

Operationalism is argued to be a peculiarly lucid species 
of anti-realism, and for this reason its account of 
dispositional terms is studied in detail. Particular attention
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is paid to Carnap’s reduction sentences in order to show 
the impossibility of specifying observational conditions 
for predication of such terns. This leads on to a more 
general weakness of anti-realism; its inability to give a 
satisfactory account of the role of theory.

Chapter 4 is devoted solely to a discussion of the 
Law of Excluded Middle, rejection of which is a startling 
feature of the anti-realist thesis. It is contended there 
that, on similar grounds, the anti-realist cannot accept 
the Principle of Non-Contradiction.

We return to dispositions in Chapter 5» emphasising the 
weaknesses of anti-realist accounts of dispositions and 
attempting to show the requirement of a categorical basis 
for a disposition. Here again, the emphasis is chiefly 
on pointing to the defects of anti-realist accounts.

The last chapter aims to sketch what is fundamentally 
at fault with anti-realism: its mischaracterisation of what 
it is for words and sentences to have sense. The examples 
of behaviourism and phenomenalism are employed here for 
their help in clarifying the issues.



CHAPTER 1.

"... let us envisage a dispute over the logical validity 
of tae statement ’Either Jones was brave or he was not*. 
Imagine Jones to be a man, now dead, who never encountered 
danger in his life. B retorts that it could still be true 
that Jones was brave, namely, if it is true that if Jones 
HAi) encountered danger, he would have acted bravely. A 
agrees with this •.• but argues it still might be the 
case that we should still know nothing wuich would be a 
ground for asserting either (i.e. either countei^factual, 
which is considered by Dummett to be equivalent to the 
disposition statement). If B ... wishes to maintain the 
necessity of ’Either Jones was brave or he was not’, he will 
have to hold either that there must be some fact of the 
sort to which we usually appeal in discussing counterfactuals 
which, if we knew it, would decide us in favour either of 
the one counterfactual (’if Jones had encountered danger, 
he would have acted bravely*) or of the other (’if Jones 
had encountered danger, he would not have acted bravely’); 
or else there is some fact of ext r ao I'd in ary kind, perhaps 
known only to God."
(Dummett - ’Truth’, P.a .E.. Vol. 59* 1953-90
The above quotation indicates tie nature of, and gives 

substance to, the controversy between realists and anti- 
realists over the nature of truth and the meaning of statements. 
In our particular* example, the one we will be mainly concerned



with, A, who we can suppose represents ihmmett* s own position, 
takes up an anti-realist position of the reductive variety, 
viz, logical behaviourism. B assumes a realist pose. 
Identification of meaning with truth-conditions ensures 
that every meaningful statement has a truth-value, for if 
a statement is meaningful, it is furnished with truth- 
conditions. (I shall assume throughout that statements are 
bearers of truth-values, and, for convenience - Du.mett does 
this - will always talk of statements in truth-bearing 
contexts. This dogmatism does not, I believe, affect the 
main issues discussed here. It is not meant to imply that 
statements are the sole candidates for the job of be;;ring 
truth-values; neither do I want to say that they are even 
successful candidates.) Provision of truth-conditions 
entails thut it has been stipulated under what conditions 
a statement is to be considered true. If the truth-conditions 
are incoherent, the statement is not meaningful in the sense 
required (it might be emotively meaningful). Eelf-contradictory 
statements on this view are incoherent - no truth-conditions 
can be specified - but this does not apply to complex 
statements, e.g. ’It is raining and it is not raining’ where 
the contradiction lies in the utterance. (This has relevance 
to our later discussion on the question of logical laws, in 
particular, the Law of Nori-Gontradictioa.) In our example, 
truth-conditions can be provided, says the realist, for the 
disposition statements, but not in the way Dummett envisages

in the piece quoted.



Possession of truth-conditions does not entail that a 
truth-value can be attached to a statement; for the realist, 
statements can be true or can be false, statements ARE true 
or ARE false, independently of the possibility (let alone 
the actuality) of our discovering their truth-values.
Even though there is no evidence for or against Jones* being 
brave, not only is it true that ’Either Jones was brave or 
he was not brave* but it is either true that Jones was brave 
or it is true that Jones was not brave; the Law of Bivalency 
holds as well as the Law of Excluded Middle. For the realist, 
truth is a logical notion, the latter being independent of 
the epistemological sphere.

The anti-realist, on the other hand, takes up a quasi- 
verificationist viewpoint on meanings: for him, the meaning 
of a statement is given in terms of the conditions which we 
recognise as establishing the truth-value of the statement. 
These truth-conditions might be equated with truth-grounds, 
if by the latter we mean those conditions which justify us 
in claiming that the statement in question is true and 
exclude those conditions which mi ht lead us to believe in 
the truth of the statement; i.e. for the anti-realist, the 
meaning of a statement is given in terms of a proper sub
class of the evidence for the truth of the statement; we 
might label this class as the correct assertability class. 
Thus, truth for the anti-realist is an epistemological 
notion, and, for the anti-realist, this can have repercussions 
in the logical sphere, for, to hi];i, logic and episteiaology 
are more interdependent than they are for the realist. A



statement cannot be true and cannot be false independently 
of the actuality or possibility of our coming to know of 
its truth-value. A statement is true if and only if it is 
corr ctly assertdble (this is now we learn the use of the 
word ’true*). A statement is false if and only if its denial 
is correctly assertdble. The conditions under which a 
statement or its denial is correctly assertgLle do not 
together exhaust all the possible recognisable phenomena.

DIGRESSION - (A version of anti-realism which made 
statements false under all those conditions where it was 
not true would undercut its own raison d’etre. For if we 
try to marry the notions of truth and falsity to the 
epistemic situations in which they are used, it is at least 
incumbent on us, and may be required by the thesis, to 
specify in positive terms assertability conditions for the 
falsity of the statement. It will not do merely to state 
that the statement is false if it is not true. Furthermore, 
the problem arises as to the truth-value of a statement 
when we have not recognised a truth-condition, and therefore 
cannot affirm the truth of the statement, but cannot 
necessarily assert the falsity of the statement because the 
conditions for falsity are given negatively. In such cases, 
how could we ever ascertain the falsity of a statement?)

Whereas for the realist, a statement is false under all 
those conditions when it is not true, for the anti-realist 
this is not so. Failure of truth-conditions to obtain does 
not entail that the statement is false; we may not be able



to say it is either, depending on what kinds of conditions 
are considered as establishing tae truth-values of statements 
of the relevant class. In our particular example, there may 
be no statement about Jones* behaviour which makes true (and 
none that makes false) the statement that Jones was brave; 
therefore, not only can we not say which truth-value such 
a statement has, we cannot even insist that it has one.
For, just as it is claimed that statements whose grammatical 
subject is a referring expression which refers to nothing have 
no truth-value, so it is claimed by the anti-realist that 
we cannot say a priori that any statement has to have a truth- 
value, for the conditions establishing the truth or falsity
of statements of the particular class may fail to be

2recognised. This is not to say that such statements are
not true or false, but simply that we cannot say they are.
We can assert the former only if we imow that neither tae
truth-conditions nor the falsity-conditions obtain. Likewise,
the typical anti-realist denies that we can assert the
universal validity of the Law of Excluded Middle, while

%denying that we can deny it.^ Some versions of anti-realism 
might preserve the Law of Excluded Middle, e.g. those which 
made truth- and falsity-conditions exhaustive of all 
possible recognisible phenomena; «lummettsuggests, in ’The 
Reality of the Past*, a way to preserve tne Law in the 
context of an anti-realist theory, but at ttie cost of 
asserting the existence of two distinct notions of truth.
But it can be described as a salient feature of anti-realism



that it deny the logical necessity of the Law of Excluded 
Middle.

The quotation from Dunmett gives some indication of the 
rationale of this denial. If the meanings of psychological 
predicates is given in terms of statements about behaviour - 
which account is what a reductive behaviourist will 
minimally accept - then it is clear why he cannot say a 
priori that we can in all cases affirm a psychological 
predicate or its contradictory of a person. For even if we 
rule out cases where the relevant behaviour was not observed, 
there will still be cases where no relevant behaviour took 
place. The ploy of insisting^ that ’X was not brave* is 
true under two types of conditions - a) when X was cowardly, 
and b) when neither *X was brave* nor *X was cowardly* are
true - in order to preserve the Law of Excluded Middle defeats
the reductionist’s own purpose. For what is the behaviour 
criterial of *X was not brave * ? Absence of behaviour 
criteria! of *X was brave* is unsatisfactory for reasons 
cited earlier. The realist’s categorical bases for 
dispositions provide the rationale for his acceptance of 
the Law of Excluded Middle; either the pei'son will possess 
the base or he will not. This anti-realist non-acceptance 
of the Law of Excluded Middle is odd and I will have more
to say about it later.

* * *

But, perhaps it mi^ht be useful at this point to stand 
back and take stock of the general structure of the controversy



and the issues in dispute; also a brief outline of the 
strategy of my argument may help to clarify things. It might 
seem as though my way of setting up a discussion of truth and 
meaning in terms of a two-sided dispute begs the question 
as to there being only two possible positions on the issues 
involved. In answer, I would say that firstly, the occasion 
of this thesis the realist versus anti-realist dispute 
and that therefore the objection, if it is one, misfires. 
Secondly, it can be cogently argued that the two positions 
are the only two which have any plausibility; what would 
a third possibility be like?

Moreover, it is not Incompatible with this assertion 
that one need not take up a realist position in all areas; 
anti-realism is, as far as I know, a highly plausible 
viewpoint to take on the question of meaning and truth in 
mathematical fields.

As to strategy, I shall be arguing positively for 
realism in the field of psychological phenomena, much of 
the argument for which will consist of argumentation against 
anti-realism. If the anti-realist objects that this latter 
is to beg one crucial question at issue, viz. whether tae 
negation of negation is the same as an affirmation, one 
would agree but hold that nevertheless the exposing of the 
anti-realist position as leading to undesifed results, 
e.g. solipsism, can by itself impugn the whole anti-realist 
position, including that on the Law of Negation. Moreover,
I am concerned in this thesis with defending a realist
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interpretation of psychological predicates; if that defence 
requires a general assumption of realism, I can only say 
that that perhaps shows that realism is more deeply ingrained 
in our ways of thinking than the anti-realist allows- But 
perhaps the situation is not so bleak - perhaps some of my 
arguments, e.g. those for an acceptance of the Law of 
Excluded Middle, have force as arguments for realism 
generally and are not open to the objection of petitio 
principii. Some of my specific arguments in favour of realism 
in psychology do assume realism; in particular, the assumption 
that if dispositions have categorical bases, then there are 
only two possibilities - either a person possesses or he lacks 
such a base. I hope that the absurdity of denying this . 
assumption can be rightly construed as an argument for 
realism.

$ * * * $

Further clarification of the issues central to the 
dispute may result from putting anti-realism into historical 
perspective by indicating its connexions with allied doctrines, 
The nature of the realist/anti-realist dispute is now much 
clearer, mainly due to the work of Michael Dummett, but the 
basic controversy is of fairly long standing in philosophy.

No doubt, Marxists would be more attracted to an anti
realist account than a realist one, if they ever give 
thought to bourgeois philosophy.

The attack on classical logic, explicit in the non- 
acceptance of the Law of Excluded Middle, was a fundamental
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feature of the intuitioni^tic critique of ’Platoaistic* 
mathematics. For the rlatonist, mathematical truths are 
to be discovered, whereas for the Intuitionist, they are 
created by mathematicians. Thus, for the former, mathematical 
statements will be true or false independently of the 
possibility of our knowing their trutu or falsity, whereas 
for the latter such statements will be true only if there 
is a way of constructing a proof of them. For an 
Intuitionist, knowing the meaning of a mathematical statement 
consists in knowing under what circumstances that statement 
is proved; for a rlatonist, it consists in'knowing under 
what circumstances the statement is true. Intuitionists, 
therefore, cannot accept the Law of Excluded Middle, for 
there is no justification for holding that, for any statement 
p, we can construct either a proof of p or a proof of *np*.
For *p V  -tP* to be asserted, we must be able to either 
assert *p* or assert we can do this only if we have
shown or can siow (in, I hope, an intuitively acceptable 
sense of *can*) that either can be proved. In particular, 
the onus is on the affirmative part of the Law of Excluded 
Middle, for, although *-rP* can be proved if it can be 
proved that *p* leads to a contradiction, the other version 
of reductio ad absurduni proof is not accepted in Intuitionist 
Logic, via., we cannot prove *p* by proving *T-rp*.

It is vital to note the level of generality of the anti
realist thesis. It deals with a whole coneption of what 
truth is and how meaning is characterised. This is why it
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is not a priori absurd to claim th t two ia-stances of the 
thesis - phenomenalism and behaviourism - re dubiously 
compatible.

Idealism provides another type of anti-realist 
orientation. BerkeTian views get off the ground mainly 
through emphasis on the role of the perceiver in the 
perceptual process; this leads to the conclusion that 
everything existent is mental, or, at the very least, that 
nothing outside observation exists. The symmetry of this 
with the anti-realist conception of meaning seems obvious.
Our grounds for asserting that a*material object is present 
may involve statements of observation. An idealist will 
typically claim that material objects are nothing over and 
above perceptual objects, and that therefore the meaning 
of a material object statement can be given in terms of 
observation statements relating to th t object. The original 
phenomenalist programme was a clear exposition of this 
viewpoint. The conflation of truth-conditions with truth- 
ground s or correct assertability conditions or sufficient 
evidence on the part of the anti-realist argues for a 
phenomerialist-'c interpretation of the existence of material 
objects. The attempts of perceptual idealists to avoid 
paradox by bringing in God as a permanent and omniscient 
perceiver or by weakening their phenomenal claims by one 
of two metbods - a) postulating possible sense-date, b) 
transforming phenomenalism into a purely linguistic device 
do not affect the main point - that the meaning of material
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object statements is essentially bound up witn the 
situations in which such statements are vei'ified.^ Both 
behaviourism and phenomenalism look on, respectively, 
mental states and physical states as logical constructions out 
of statements of, respectively, physical behaviour end 
phenomenal experience; in theory, therefore, such constructions 
could be discarded*

Positivism, in. its various forms, is anti-realist.
Many positivists were attracted towards behaviourism or 
phenomenalism. Operationalism, with its insistence that a 
concept has only as much meaning as is supplied by sentences 
giving the test-conditions under which we can say the concept 
is instantiated (on extreme operationalist interpretations, 
e.g. tiiat of Bridgman, different methods of verification 
entail different concepts), ties the notions of truth and 
correct assertability. In general, the verification!st 
criterion of meaning allies the meaning of a statement (or 
whatever) with the experiences undergone in verifying that 
statement.

* * * * *

Before we begin the detailed discussion of the anti- 
realist conception of dispositional statements, the central 
part of this thesis, it would be appropri te, 1 think, to 
discuss some objections to anti-realism* By tiiis means we 
will be able to clear away some of the more obvious points 
to be made against the position so th t the ensuing argument
ation will not be vitiated by a doubt that the basic problems
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of the position have been disregarded. The refusal to 
accept the Law of Excluded Middle, perhaps the most significant 
anomaly of the anti-realist protagonists, deserves separate 
consideration and Chapter 4 is devoted to it.

Anti-realism seems more plausible, uiima facie, in some 
fields than in others. For a non-mithematician, the thought 
that mathematical truths might be (merely) creations by 
human beings does not sound unduly alarming. Mathematical 
objects are such abstract things that the claimed necessity 
of their having to be constructed does not do too grievous 
violence to our unreflective conception of the world. So far 
as intuitionist-type constructivism is concerned, there 
are problems about intersubjectivity and consistency (for 
the mathematics is ‘prior* to the logic), but such problems 
do not present such profound challenges to our conception 
of the world as those arising from anti-realism applied in 
other fields, e.g. to refuse to assert tne Law of Excluded 
Middle in the case of historical statemnts leads to very 
odd conclusions/ fcie state,ent expressed by the disjunction 
’Either Richard III killed Edward V or he did not* is not 
necessarily true (we can leave aside ‘historical* statements 
wriose referring expression fails of reference). Dummett * s 
suggestion, in ’The Reality of the Past’, of a distinction 
between absolute truth and (ordinary) truth mitigates this 
oddness very little. The refusal to Say tuat one of the 
above disjuncts is absolutely true, i.e. true in all possible
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past histories; ’possible* in the sense of cohering with all 
other absolutely true historical statements, and the other 
absolutely false, i.e. false in all possible past histories, 
gives us a picture of indeterminateness in the past itself.
But surely it is absolutely true or absolutely false that 
something happened, regardless of our knowledge or capacity 
for knowledge? We are asked to view the past as existing only 
in the present (cf. early verificationist statements on this).
I will not pursue this question in view of the fact that 
Dummett himself does not see an anti-realist conception 
of historical statements as a serious possibility.

A much stronger case can be entertained for the employment
of anti-realism in the field of philosophical behaviourism.,

is
for it is by no means absurd to suggest that it^not always 
true or false of someone that he possesses a particular 
character trait. To that extent, it isinot absurd to deny 
the logical necessity of * Either Jones was brave or he was 
not*. For, unlike the situation with regard to past events 
which might have been observed by a historian - he merply 
happened to be living at the wrong time - it is not so 
unreasonable to urge that, in the absence of behaviour, 
nothing can be said about mental phenomena; neither can it 
be urged that there IS anything to talk about. Behaviour 
might be a manifestation of a disposition, but in the absence 
of any relevant behaviour, there is nothing for behaviour 
to be a manifestation of. This is not to reduce dispositions 
to summaries of past behaviour.
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Similarly, Intuitionist Logic, with its more rigorous 
demands on proving existence, might be appropriate .for 
employment in mathematical work but is it justifiable to use 
it in other fields?

The absence of any inductive processes of reasoning 
in mathematics - mathematical induction is not a counter
example - is probably significant here; the Natural Deductive 
processes, which form the basis of Intuitionist Logic, are 
solely deductive in character. Ho..ever, the demand on the 
p :Et of anti-realism that a basis be provided for the truth 
of statements in other fields is a demand for deductive 
premisses from which to deduce conclusions - phenomenalism, 
for instance, aims to provide a basis for the truth of 
material object statements by means of showing how such 
statements can be deduced from statements about sensory 
experience, Perhaps we can detect here a suspicion of 
inductive processes; in particular, the anti-realist theory 
as to the requirements of language acquisition and 
knowledge of concepts, e.g. behaviourist insistence that 
learning psychological concepts demands that behavioural 
criteria be provided for their correct employment, seems to 
me a demand for epistemic bases from which to deduce correct 
assertions. To tolerate less for an anti-realist would be the 
first step on the road to scepticism.

Justification for its wider use must consist of 
something more than the mere fact that it is used, apparently 
successfully, in one field. This requirement is made the
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more imperative in view of tne fact that, in the Intuitionist 
system, the logic is derived from the mathematics and not 
vice-versa* It is the reasoning methods of the mathematicians 
which justify the logic, not, as is more orthodox perhaps, 
the lo^ic which justifies the mathematical reasoning methods* 
This requirement seems to demand that the areas in which 
the Intuitionist Logic is to be employed be similar to that 
of mathera tics. The justification put forward does lie in 
such a similarity, viz*, the way in which sense is given to 
words and statements via correct assertability conditions, 
and not through truth-conditions* The sense of mathematical 
statements,isô£iven. in terms ofrwhat would justify us in 
asserting such statements, says the anti-realists learning 
requirements demand a similar theory of sense-possession 
in other fields. Dummett say^ in ’The Reality of the Past*, 

"... the process by which we came to grasp the sense 
of statements of the disputed (i.e. between realists and 
anti-realists) class, and the use which is subsequently 
made of these statements, are such that we could not 
derive from it any notion of wh*t it would be for such 
a statement to be true independently of the sort of 
thing we have learned to recognise as establishing the 
truth of such statements."

Just as in Intuitionist Mathematics, one can assert ’p v -rp' 
if and only if there is a known method for arrivin̂  ̂at 
the truth of one of the disjuncts, so in other fields we can 
assert the Law of Excluded Middle only when we can assert a
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disjunct. A statement is true if and only if we can correctly 
assert it; the meaning of th t statement is given in terms 
of the conditions under wuich we have learnt to assert the 
statement (correctly).

I think this justification is mistaken because it 
mischaracterises what it is for words and statements to 
have sense. It is a wrong account of truth and meaning.
I hope to justify this in the final chapter and will confine 
remarks on the subject here to stating the most obvious 
objection to anti-realism - viz. that it leads to solipsism.
For, a) there are problems about specifying the reference 
of ’we* in ’The meaning of a statement of a given class 
is given in terms of the conditions which we recognise 
as establishing the truth or falsity of statements of that 
class*, ilnd, b) the requirement that recognisable 
conditions provide the truth-conditions in the anti-realist 
account of meaning provides no guarantee that anybody would 
be speaking the same language and would understand words 
in the same way. &nd, most crucial of all, c) in the case of 
empirical statements, the anti-realist demands some observational 
basis as forming the foundation of our knowledge. This will 
usually involve reduction of non-observational statements to 
observational ones. Given that the anti-realist is miserly 
in his choice of basic data, why should he not be as miserly 
as possible? b) and c) dovetail: what guarantee is there 
that the observational data serving as evidence for the truth 
or falsity of statements is the sajse for any two people? To
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claim that the same language is used is a peLitio uriucipii, 
for the meaning of statements explaining other statements* 
meanings is presumably given in terras of correct assertability 
conditions. This question will be dealt with in depth 
in the final chapter.

Lastly, and tuis leads directly into our discussion 
about Jones* bravery, there is the problem for philosophical 
behaviourists of specifying the conditions under which we 
can say that dispositional statements are true or false, 
particularly such statements referring to people. irima facie, 
it would appear thut the conditions necessitating tie truth 
înd tuose necessitating the falsity) of such statements 
would be varied and copious. Furthermore, we shall see what 
sense anti-realism makes of theories, both within science 
and outside it, and of ’theoretical terms*. This is 
important both in relation to the widespread use of 
dispositional terms, and because it is surely a requirement 
of a theory of meaning that it make sense of theories.

having taus, I hope, given an indication of the kinds 
of objections open to those who oppose anti-realism, some of 
which objections will be more fully developed and utilised 
in later chapters, let us now turn to the anti-realist 
treatment of dispositions, with paxticular reference to 
Dummett*s account of bravery, part of which was quoted 
at the beginning of this chapter.
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Footnotes to Chapter 1.

1. B. Erwin presents an attractive thesis on t ds»
... if "Virtue is square" is really empirical, then we 

should be able to describe what it would be like for tliis 
statement to be true. The inability to give such descriptions 
... does not conclusively prove that such statements are 
not empirical, for we might be handicapped blr .... 
Nevertheless, if no one is able to give such descriptions, 
then tnis is some ground ... for believing that the 
statements in question are a priori false and not merely 
empirically false.*
(The Concept of iieaninglessness, p. 154.)

2. The controversy is over the meanings of classes of 
statements, not pajcticular statements. Therefore, for an 
anti-realist, a statement is not necessarily meaningless 
merely because we have not attached a truth-value to it.

3. In Heyting’s Intuitionist Calculus, an axiomatized anti
realist logic, *-t(p V np)* leads to contradiction, making 
*-nr(p V ->p)* consistent in the Cileulus. See Intuitio?,ism by 
A. Heyting.

4. See J.L. Thompson, "Third Possibilities*, Hind. Vol 
KOVIII, No. 310, 1969, p. 232.)

5* "What even on the linguistic phenomen list view simply is 
there contains all the same fantastic coincidences of 
recreation, all the same causal incoherencies as oefore.
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The point is analogous to a critioism of reductive views 
of unobserved theoretical entities in science.”
(J.L. Hackle, 'What's Really Wrong With Phenomenalism*,•a
Proceedings of British Acadeny. Volume LV, p. 1150 

We discuss anti-realist treatment of theories in Chapter 3.

Y & è f f m ÊÏ-Û- Æ
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GHiiF-DlH 2 . D is p o s i t io n s .

The philosophical behaviourist, qua anti-realist, aims to 
reduce statements about * non-observables* to statements about 
'observables*. The general character of the two classes is 
reckoned to be non-problematical, though it is conceded that 
particular instances will present taxonomic problems. In general, 
it is not assumed by anti-realism that non-observables are non
existent; magnetic fields, for instance, are considerèd to exist 
even though, it is claimed, we can detect their existence only 
via indications of their 'effects'. The observational data that 
serve as criteria ar to be considered as manifestations, not 
as complete characterizations, of the non-observable. However, 
ever with these qualifications, the general claim is dubious, 
as I hope my discussion of operationalisia later in this 
chapter will show.

Such a claim is not typically made by philosophical behav
iourists, though some psychological behaviourists are methodolog
ical behaviourists, i.e. they regard the existence or non
existence of inner states as irrelevant for scientific purposes; 
such behavi urists might claim that all dispositions have 
categorical bases for all we know, thus preserving the Law of 
Excluded Middle, but because we have no mesins of ascertaining 
whether such a claim is true, we s-̂ ould disregard the claim as 
scientifically irrelevant. This qualification apart, behaviourists 
are hostile to any talk of mental states, processes, 
events, etc.. There are no mental entities, only special 
kinds of bodily processes. In the case of dispositions.
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it is not the case that relevant behaviour is a manifestation 
of an occult entity, called a disposition - such a view, 
according to hummett, would commit one to a ’blind* belief 
in a spiritual or physiological mechanism - the dispositional 
term refers to & type-of-behaviour producing tendency, which 
is not claimed to have a categorical basis* In the case of 
Jones, on this view neither the statement ’Jones was brave’ 
nor the statement ’Jones was not brave* can be claimed to 
be true or false* (N.B. Dummett leaves it open as to what 
kinds of criteria would justify assertions of Jones’ bravery 
or cowardice; we cannot conclude from his account that J)n3.y 
Jones’ actions in dangerous situations are the only relevant 
data here.) This is NOÏ to claim that the statements are 
not true (or false), merely that we cannot SAX that they 
are true, or th t one of them HAS to be true (and the^other one 
false), file claim that one or tue other is true is 
justified only on the grounds that we know of evidence 
enabling us to correctly assert one of the statements*

To facilitate our discussion of the anti-realist’s 
views on dispositions, and in particular, Dummett’s position 
on bravery, I will here provide a brief analysis of bravery* 
First of all, let us distinguish the expressions, a ’brave 
action’, ’acting bravely’, ’being brave* and ’bravery*. The 
latter is clearly dispositional, and ’being brave* refers 
to the possession by a person of th t disposition. In brief, 
we can say th: t bravery is a state of a person who has the 
tendency to act bravely. This is not to beg the question as
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to the nature of the state - whether it be a brain-state, etc. - 
nor do I want to dogmatically claim here th t the state is 
any kind of categorical basis. My use of the word ’state* is 
meant to be compatible with any account of dispositions, 
including a behaviourist one. There is a difference between 
saying that a person acted bravely and saying that he is brave. 
The latter is a dispositional statement, tne former is not.
A cowardly person can act courageously while remaining 
cowardly; it is self-contradictory to say of a person both 
that he is cowardly and that he is brave (with the usual 
exception, vj^., where the utterer is not sure which to say 
because of the complexity of the evidence). A brave action 
is one which a brave man would do in the same circumstances, 
though it does not require that the actor act courageously;; 
a courageous action, we can say, is one wixich, considered 
apart from the motivations, beliefs and attitudes of the 
actor, was such that a courageous man, suitably motivated 
and with suitable beliefs and attitudes, would perform, 
ceteris paribus. The ceteris paribus clause is required 
because even with suitable beliefs, etc., a brave man may 
fail to act bravely because of illness, etc..

For acting bravely, one of the necessary conditio s 
seems to be the presence of dsmger. This way of expressing 
the matter makes the notion of bravery an * actualist*oone, 
viz., by requiring that a person can act bravely only in 
actually dangerous situations. A non-actualist analysis would 
claim merely that the agent be in a ’phenomenally* dangerous
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situation, i.e. a situation where the agent believes, 
rightly or wrongly, that danger is present. The other 
necessary condition, on both actualist and non-actualist 
analyses, involves the belief - on the actualist thesis, 
always a true one - that the situation is dangerous to the 
actor. On either analysis, fear is not a necessary condition; 
danger is normally feared, but the two concepts are not 
necessarily connected. There seems no reason why fear 
should be thouglit an ingredient in bravery other than its 
alleged connection with danger. The picture often sketched 
of a breve men is that of one Vno ’rises above his fear of 
harm to himself’ to do the courageous thing. But harm can 
be defined independently of fear, whether that is analysed 
in terms of feelings or dispositions. Danger is not defined 
as waat people fear (though perhaps people ou^ht to fear 
danger). The corny cases of courage - heroic activity in 
battle, for example - lend plausibility to the inclusion of
fear in the analysis, but what of a person who is courageous
in human relationships? What is he necessarily frightened 
of? All that is required in this respect is that harm could 
ensue, or, alternatively, th* t consequent harm was believed 
fairly likely. Aristotle went astray on this point when he 
stated that a courageous men is he who endures and fears the
right things, for the right motive, in the right manner, and
at the riglfit time. We would probably have to rule out 
most cases of alleged bravery if fear were a necessary 
ingredient: the crux is the episteraic attitude of the actor.
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Does he believe or know that the situation is dangerous?
Again, Aristotle’s requirement tuat the actor act for the 
right motive is too stringent a requirement. What follows 
then if someone acts selfishly in saving a child from 
cremation? What IB further required-is that the benefit to 
be gained from putting oneself in danger be sufficient to 
outweigh an acceptable level of harm to oneself and others. 
Otherwise, one is being reckless.

Thus, on an actualist account, a brave man is one who, 
in dangerous situations, believing (truly) that the situations 
are dangerous, tends (on a behaviourist analysis of dispositions, 
this disposition gets cashed out in favour of occurrences) 
to act bravely (presumably, this latter could be cashed out 
non-circularly in tems of specifications of ways of acting 
bravely). On a non-actualist account, a brave man is one 
who, in putatively dangerous situations, has a tendency 
to act bravely. The anti-realist and, in particular, the 
philo so hical behaviourist, will wish also to cash, out the 
dispositional term ’tends", thus reducing an ’occult* term 
to a ’non-occult* one or ones. His way of achieving this 
is to give an ’if ... then* analysis of dispositions where 
both the protasis and apodosis refer to observable and/or oc- 
current phenomena. In the case of inanimate objects, the 
protasis would typically refer to some experimental situation 
in which the object is placed, the apodosis to the expected 
result of such an experiment, given that the object possesses 
the disposition. For animate objects, the protasis would
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consist of a descr ption of a situation, the apodosis a 
description of "behaviour expected of the creature in that 
situation if he possesses the disposition. In the case of 
Jones, Dummett analyses ’Jones was brave* as ’If Jones had 
encountered danger, he would have acted bravely* and ’Jones 
was not brave* as *If Jones had encountered danger, he 
wocdd not have acted bravely*. Such an .analysis is unsatis
factory on several counts.

Firstly, dispositional statements are about animate or 
inanimate objects wherews ’if.,.then* statements refer to 
objects in situations. Then how can they mean the saiie?
The anti-realist’s answer, of course, is that dispositional 
statements are about objects in situ tions, for a) it is ' 
in such situations that we learn how to use dispositional 
statements. For the anti-realist, this entails that this 
constitutes their meaning, b) Dispositional statements are 
about tendencies to do certain things in^certain situations. 
Therefore, reference to such situations in the analysis is 
necessary. For the realist, only the first objection needs 
countering - the second one being one with which he is in 
complete accord, liven if dispositions are identified with 
physiological states of the organisms who possess them or 
with a particular micro-structure of the object, it is still 
a part of a correct analysis of them to give some indication 
of the ways in which they manifest themselves. For it is 
part of the meaning of ’disposition’ that it is a tendency 
to do certain things in certain situations. If the anti
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realist counter-objects that the realist, with his identification 
of meaning with truth-conditions, cannot adroit this, on the 
grounds that the meaning of a dispositional statement cannot 
be given both in terms of the possession by something of a 
physiological state or a particular micro-structure and in 
terms of the tendency to do certain things in certain 
situations, the realist can reply that possession of the 
state or micro-structure and possession of the tendency to 
act in certain ways is the same thing. In Chapter 3 i hope 
to justify adequately the assertion here th t dispositional 
statements require categorical bases as part of their 
meaning. For the realist, it is necessary tuat reference to 
situations is a part of the specification of the meaning 
of dispositional statements in the same way it is necessary 
for the anti-realist. For the latter, it is not only necessary, 
but sufficient. As for objection a), I shall discuss the 
question of sense-possession in the last chapter. For now, 
we can conclude that the objection, though over-statedi
and thus misleading - for both sides accept situâtion- 
relevance - points to a crucial difference in approach, viz., 
the different position each side accords the relevance of the 
situation in an analysis.

The second unsatisfactory thing about Dummett’s analysis 
is that there is a difference between ’acting bravely’ and 
’being brave*. I have mentioned this in the brief analysis 
of bravei-y, but, at risk of belabouring the matter, I shall 
continue. It is surtdy self-contradictory to of a person
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both that he is brave and that he is not brave. But being 
cowardly (or not b^ing brave) is not incompatible with 
acting bravely, on one or more occasions. For, whatever 
analysis is given of being brave, whether it be an actualist 
or a non-actu.^list one, e combination of these or neither, 
it is surely possible for a person who has a tendency to act 
in a cowardly fashion when faced with danger, nevertheless 
to act bravely in one such situation or situations. The 
requirements of acting bravely are eoified in terms of 
episteiuic attitudes and perhaps objective circumstances at 
the time of acting (Aristotle’s and Brandt’s requirements of

pcorrect motivations seem superfluous ), whereas the conditions 
specified for the application of a disposition-term to a 
person require th t he have a tendency to have such attitudes 
(again perhaps in objective circumstances). Such considerations 
lead straightway to a rejection of Bummett’s analysis of 
bravery. For, just as a cowardly person can act bravely, 
so a brave person can act in a cowardly way. One is tempted 
to add a rider here to the effect that the occasions of a 
brave person acting in cowardly ways should not be too 
numerous in relation to the number of occasions of acting 
bravely, but this would be incorrect. All that we can say about 
such an odd situation is that we wo Id be unlikely to BAX that 
the was brave: behavioural evidence concerning a person’s 
actions in dangerous situation^ is, after all, probably our 
main guide at present as to a person’s being brave or not.
While claiming this, I recognise the oddness of a logical
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conclusion of my claim - that it is possible that brave 
people should act in a cowardly fashion more often than not 
and vice-versa. This state of affairs would throw our 
assessments of people into confusion, but is unlikely to 
be evidenced. Nevertheless it is possible. The remoteness 
of its possibility lies in the fact that bravery is a 
disposition to act bravely in dangerous situations, ceteris 
pcxribus. The possibility of confusion is rooted in the 
possibility of things consistently not being equal. The 
brave man could always be ’thwarted’ by other factors and 
thus always act in a cowardly way. bummett’s analysis seems 
to require that a brave man should, whenever tested, do the 
brave thing. But acting bravely in all (putatively or objectively) 
dangerous situations faced is not a necessary condition of 
being brave.

It may be objected here that Duamiett does not mean by 
’acting’bravely* what X mean by it; Dummett may want to leave 
out intentional factors altogether by requiring only that a 
man who acts bravely should do that thing or things which are 
dangerous to the actor but which, if successful, would have 
sufficiently beneficial results to justify the performance 
of them. On my analysis of ’brave action’ - an action such 
tuat a brave man might do, but one that does not require the 
actor to have any specific epistemic attitudes, etc. - Bummett’s 
analysis of ’Jones was brave* could re-phrased as ’If J^nes 
had faced danger, he would have done a brave thing or brave 
things’. If such an interpretation is correct, then Dummett’s
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analysis is even more uns .tisfactory, for it is not true 
that a man who happens to do things which a brave man would 
do is necessarily brave* He might not be aware of the danger; 
the element of intentionality is necessary.

However, this counter-objection does suggest a difficulty 
in my account of ’acting bravely’. If I can act bravely 
without being brave, is it not possible that I could always 
act bravely while still not being brave? An unlikely case, 
perhaps, but a possible one. This is a problem for realism 
because, on that position, granted that behaviour is the 
only evidence we have of the presence of a disposition, 
we could not tell the difference, in some such cases, between 
a man who was brave and a man who was not (I say in ’some 
such cases* because, although behaviour may be the only 
evidence we have of the presence of a disposition, such 
behaviour need not be of the type which could be construed 
as a manifestation of such a disposition. Tae presence of 
generosity, concernedness and general good-will might beI
considered as evidence here. In other words, relevant 
evidence is not exhausted by behaviour in dangerous situations.) 
One way out of this difficulty would be to drop altogether 
the requirement of intentionality. But such a step is 
unacceptable, for reasons I hope have been made clear already. 
Perhaps my account of ’acting bravely* is incorrect and a 
non-intentional account more plausible, ^uch a suggestion 
by making attributions of dispositions a matter of ascertaining 
whether or not a person has a tendency to do brave things.
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regardless of his attitudes, would dissolve the problem.
But a) it would render the realist’s position less plausible 
by making the discovery of categorical bases for dispositions 
well-nigh impossible; for a multitude of such states 
would presumably be required to serve as bases for all acts 
of bravery. Indeed, there would be little point in 
discovering such bases - their predictive value would be 
practically nil. b) It would make irrelevant the presence 
or absence of intentionality.

Therefore, I think the realist will have to live with 
the difficulty - which is not a cconceptual one anyway^ - 
and trust that, with the advance of scientific knowledge, it 
will arise less frequently. Symmetrically, it is ?lso 
possible for a brave man never to act bravely, even if 
faced with (putatively) dangerous situations.

The third objection to be made against Bummett’s analysis 
is that not only is acting bravely in all dangerous situations 
one is faced with not a necessary condition of being brave, 
it is not a sufficient condition. Je have already argued 
for this in the previous objection. For there the realist 
had to admit that it was possible for a person to act bravely 
in all the dangerous situations he was faced with, yet not be 
brave. The fundamental problem facing any ’if...then’ analysis 
of dispositional statements is that concerning the 
specification of necessary and sufficient conditions for 
the attribution of the term. It is fundamental because the 
reductionist holds that if the reduction of tendencies to
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occurrences and/or observables (or statements about tendencies
to statements about occurrences and/or observables) is not
effected or possible, we are left with the occult, and
therefore cannot be sure we are not talking nonsense* General
objections to reductionist httempts are familiar, e.g. a) the
distinction between sensation and perception has little use -
’neutral’ observation is a myth. Conceptualisation enters the
process of perception at a much more fundamental level than
the empiricists claim, b) There is great difficulty in
deciding just when something is observable and when it is
not. c) The possibility of reducing non-observational
state.^ents to observational ones seems remote; theoretical
terms seem incapable of such reduction. Such difficulties have
been recognised by empiricists and they have adjusted their
analyses accordingly. In the case of dispositions, reductionist
difficulties are particularly acute because of the ’opvn^ss’

4of dispositional concepts, i.e. no complete specification can
be given in terms of tost-conditions and results (or, more
widely, observable conditions generally) of the correct
application of dispositional terms. The wap is always left
open for further specifications to be furnished, as novel
situations, entailing the application of the dispositional
term, present themselves. Buch a way of explaining the 

/)opeimss of dispositional terms suggests a scientific imprint, 
and it is indeed to positivist philosophers ox science, 
notably Carnap, that we must look to for attempts to solve 
the problem.
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Camap, in ’Testability and Meaning’, recognises the 
problem of defining theoretical and dispositional tema (the 
distinction usually drawn between these two lays emphasis on 
the claim that a theoretical term refers to an occult entity, 
whereas a dispositional term does not) by means of observation 
sentences. Later in ,1936, wîien positivist dislike of the 
occult was somewhat muffled, he distinguished the two kinds 
of teme thus: a term is ’theoretical’ if the falsity of 
the statement describing the expected result of a test - such 
terms forming the observational basis of the correct application 
of the term - to obtain does not entail th"t the theoretical 
term is not applicable. A dispositional term is one 
applicable where such entailment does hold. In ’Testability 
and Meaning’, however, he thought ’theoretical* teims were 
dispositional. Ideally, on this view, a definition of a 
dispositional term would consist of a specification of all 
the recognisable conditions under which the term would be 
applicable. Within the scientific sphere, such a definition 
w uld consist of a description of test conditions, certain 
results of whica would constitute sufficient and necessary 
conditions for the applicability of the term defined. However, 
such a venture is doomed to failure, for there is the problem 
of the truth-condition/3 of truth-functional conditionals.
The demands of positivism made it inevitable th t reductions 
should be made in an extenaional language; thus, an 
operationalist definition would take the for.n;
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Def. (ix H (Gx D Ex) (Q » Dispositional property)

(0 a Test Conditions)
(E a Exÿèct&a Effect)

The truth-condtions for such conditionals entail that any 
object which is not subjected to conditions 0, possesses the 
property P. Such a conclusion is clearly undesirable.

As a result of this, Carnap explored the possibilities 
of providing partial definitions by means of ’reduction’ 
sentences". Such sentences were part of an extensional 
language and attempted to provide a partial definition of 
a term by means of describing test-coaditions and effect^ 
their form guaranteed non-vacuous applicability of the 
definienda. In short, they constituted positive tests of 
the presence of the property defined. Failure of test- 
conditions to obtain entailed truth of the whole conditional, 
but left undecided the question of the applicability or not 
of the term defined. We can see this by an example. If we 
are trying to partially define property Q, we tr}- to provide
a test for the presence of Qî

P 3 (R 3 Q) (P = Test)
(H a Expected result).

Moreover, failure of the expected result when the test-
conditions obtain does not entail th^t the objeco does not
have the property^ unless the tests for the presence and 
the absence of the property are, respectively, the affirmative 
and negative results of the same test. Eup ose the test for 
the presence of the property (for couve ience, we assume 
there is only one test) is
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p D (R D Q) (p, Q and R defined as above)

and the test for the absence of the property is 
p ^ (R 3 ~q)

then the two sentences can be reformulated as a ’bilateral 
reduction’ sentence;

P 3 (q 3  a).

For any one concept, there will be as many reduction sentences
as there are tests for the presence or absence of the property
Thus, we see th t this characterisation of dispositional
terms is a weaker form of operationalism than that which would
assign a different concept for each test (Bridgman)•

For convenience, let us assume that all such definitions
are given in the form of bilateral reduction sentences. This
will enable us to discuss the possibility of giving sufficient
and necessary conditions, within the context of a test, for
the applicability of the terms defined. It is my contention
that the opermss of dispositional concepts precludes the
possibility of providing observational conditions, sufficient
and necessary for the predication of disposition terms. In
some cases, sufficient conditions can be provided, in others
necessary conditions, in yet otaers neitxier. But in no case
can both types of conditions be provided.

Let us take the contrary disposition terms ’visible* and
’invisible’ (I acknowledge the absurdity of placing an
invisible object in test conditions but beg indulgence;

to
nothing hangs on it) and try^operationally define them by 
means of reduction sentences* A sufficient condition for 
correctly predicating ’visible* of an object is easily found -
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that somebody see the object. Eo we have true reduction 
sentence; '

P D (R D Q) (P a Test Conditions)
' (R = Somebody sees the object)

(q = Possession by object of proprty
’visible’)

But what of a necessary condition? If an object is put under 
test-conditio's, say P, and nobody sees it, it does not 
necessarily follows th t the object is invisible. For there 
could be many reasons why the object was not seen. Lome 
of these reasons can be specified in reduction sentences for 
non-visible objects, or their negations made part of the 
test-conditions P. But such a move will not exhaust all 
possible such reasons, for there are probably an infinity 
of possible reasons. The ploy of adding a ceteris paribus 
is only a fake way of providing necessary conditions; for, 
at its worst extreme, it makes trivial the assignment of 
necessary conditions by ruling, out, all possible counter
examples. Moreover, it is clearly an un-operationalistic 
device, for it precisely does not spoil out tne operations 
involved in testing the presence of a property. Therefore, 
it cannot be used in reduction sentences. The term ’visible*, 
we have seen, can be given sufficient but not necessary 
conditions.

Row, what of ’invisible*? It would seem that if ’visible* 
can be given sufficient conditions, but not necessary conditions, 
then ’invisible* coiold be assigned necessary, but not sufficient
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conditions. This is, indeed, so# If an object is said to 
be invisible, it follows that nobody should see it. However, 
from the fact that nobody sees an object, it does not follow 
that it is invisible, ^nd what other possible candidates 
for sufficient conditions are there?

In the cases of large numbers of dispositional terns, 
applicable to inanimate objects (but not necessarily 
exclusively so, e.g. visible men), either sufficient 
obsei-vatioiiai conditions or necessary obscrvatronal conditions 
can be given for their application, but not both, i'oi' some 
dispositional terms, however, neitner type of condition can 
be assigned, e.g.'magnetizable^ The most plausible sufficient 
condition for this term would be some description specifying 
the movement of the object in question towards a m-gnet. But 
such a movement might be due^ to tne slope of tnc surface on 
Wf>ich the object is placed. Of course, sucn an eventuality 
could be ruled out by the teet-conditions, but a) it is not 
clear that in every case, though every effort is made, such 
a stipulation will be adhered to. ii’his, perhaps, is not 
important as it does not affect the philosophical question 
of provision of conditions, but it may well impugn the 
practical possibility of using the definitions. This, given 
the fundamental purpose of providing operationalistc definitions 
- the provision of working definitions of concepts which can 
be used by scientists - may be justifiably thought to be a 
cogent argument against tne whole enterprise, b) The possibility 
of other features of the situation causing the movement of 
the object is high. Provision of necessary conditions is no
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less problem tic. ’If a magnet, of the relevant strength, 
is placed within a (specified) distance of tne object, the 
object can be said to be magnetizable if it is attracted to 
the magnet’• Such a description seems to give the most 
plausible necessary condition of ’magnetizable’• But suppose 
in such a situation described, an object does not move. Are 
we to conclude that the object is not magnetizable? Surely 
not, for there may be other factors present wxiich prevent 
movement, e.g. the presence of another magnet, the object’s 
adhesion to the surface on which it stands, etc.. A multitude 
of such conditions could obtain. There is no reason to suppose 
that we could fjlly snecify such conditions;^ even if we 
c uld, objection a) above would probably apply. Moreover, 
even though we had specified all such conditions, how would 
we know we had included taem all?

Thus, in the case of dispositional terms applicable to 
inanimate objects, we see tin t we cannot provide both sufficient 
and necessary observational conditions for their application. 
Such considerations aeem even more*cogent in the cases of 
dispositional terms applicable to animate objects, or, rather, 
those terms exclusively applicable to animate objects, e.g., 
brave. For those terras predicable of both kinds of objects, e.g. 
’visible*, the considerations adduced above seem to apply, just 
as forcefully in both cases. I have already pointed out the 
implausibility in Bummett’s account of saying that a brave 
man is one who, when faced with danger, acts bravely. For 
acting bravely in all dangerous situations is not necessaryl 
for being brave. Therefore, to demand of a brave man that he
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always come up to scratch, is incorrect. Again, as stated 
earlier, neither is acting bravely in (putatively) dangerous 
situations a sufficient condition of being brave. For, on 
any account of ’acting bravely*, it is possible for a man 
to act bravely on numerous occasions without having a 
tendency so to act. The counter-objection that no sufficient 
condition is being given in the analysis of ’Jones was brave’ 
as ’If Jones had faced danger, ho would have acted bravely’, 
only a necessary condition, misfires. Firstly, no distinction 
would then be drawn between berng brave and not being brave 
but sometimes acting bravely. It is surely a requirement of 
a behaviouriStic analsyis t.̂ at, if there be such a distinction, 
it should be explained. If no such distinction is valid, 
then a sufficient condition has been given. Given that 
Bummett*3 analysis nowhere tries to make such a distinction, 
we c:m only assume that for him no such distinction is to be 
made. Secondly, we are given no further criteria for
recognising bravery. We cen surely expect sufficient

1
conditions to be provided, given the raison d’etre of 
behaviouristic analyses. Thirdly, it seems clear from 
Bummett’s account that 'Jones was brave* means ’If Jones had 
faced danger, he would have acted bravely’. At the very 
least, meaning relationships can be put in the form of logical 
equivalences, which give sufficient and necessary conditions - 
this gives extensional identity of meaning; this will be a 
fortiori true of inteneional identity of meaning.
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It is clear, therefore, that the openness of dispositional 

terms sabotages any attempt to provide sufficient and 
necessary observational conditions for their predication. 
Reduction sentences are an attempt to provide, in the context 
of test conditions, such sufficient and necess ry conditions.
But we have seen that such sentences are of little use - 
in some cases they do provide sufficient conditions* in 
others necessary conditions* but in no case do they provide 
both, and, in many casei; neither kind can be specified.
Moreover, it is doubtful that the attempt to give a partial 
definition of terms is compatible with the oporationalist 
criterion of meaning. On that criterion, a term has as much 
cognitive meaning as has been assigned to it by means of 
sentences describing the operations involved in testing or 
for the presence or absence of the property denoted by the 
term. The use of reduction sentences implies that the term 
in question has more meaning than is supplied by such sentences. 
But this is inconsistent. Unless, therefore, it is made 
clear what other meaning is possessed by such a term, either 
by completing the list of reduction sentences specifying the 
meaning of the term, or by some other means, we shall have to 
conclude that the whole meaning is given by the reduction 
sentences at hand. This is why I claimed earlier that although 
failure of the expected result when the test-condition does 
not entail that the object does not have the property, it 
would entail it in the absence of other reduction sentences 
or other operationalistic methods of specifying meaning.
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According to the operationalistic criterion of meaning, if 
we can/iot provideoperationalist def initions (or perhaps non- 
definitional specification of meaning) of a term, then it has 
no moaning• In this case, a term has as much meaning as has 
been assigned to it by operationalistic definitions.

Of course, if it is the intention of tne formulâtor 
of reduction sentences to introduce a term into the language, 
he would feel comfortable with such a conclusion. But if he 
is aiDiing to define ti.e present use of such a term, the 
conclusion has to be refuted, ne might reply that at the 
present state of competence of operationalists, it is not 
possible to give full definitions of terms, by giving 
a full list of reduction sentences (let us assume that 
provision of such sentences is the sole method of specifying 
meaning knoim to the operationalists). Obviously, allowance 
has to be made here for operationalists to be given time to 
formulate their definitions. But it is false, as we have 
seen, that, for all cases, sufficient conditions OiiN be 
given for the predication of the terms,.e.g., 'invisible*, 
'brave*. If this is so, then how can the oporationalist 
insist that the 'residue of meaning' is not cognitive 
nonsense? The provision of reduction sentences, on the 
operationalist criterion of meaning, is the only guarantee 
that a term has cognitive meaning. Therefore, as long as 
such definitions cannot be given, we can only cor elude that 
a particular term has only as much meaning (if any) as such 
’partial' definitions give it (if any). For what reason has
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an operationalist to conclude that a term has more meaning 
than such sentences give it? If the operationalist .assumes 
(correctly) that terms have more meaning than can he 
provided by specifications in the form of reduction sentences, 
then either he will have to insist that satisfactory redaction 
sentences could be provided, if we only knew now, or abandon 
the operationalist criterion as the sole criterion. To choose 
the latter would make his work largely uninteresting - for 
we can all accept some reduction sentence as explanatory in 
some sense - but to choose the fonaer is to beg the very 
question at issue - whether or not operationalistic provision 
of mecining is adequate. If, on the other hand, he insists 
that tei%s do not have any more meaning than it provided 
by actual reduction sente ces, then he will have to reject 
the whole notion of the 'openness* of dispositional terms.
And if his work, is descriptive of language use, and not 
a refonaato-ry project, we can claim justifiably that his 
criterion is incorrect. I see no way out of these dilemmasI
for the operationalist unless he claims he is attempting 
a reform of the language in the interests of scientific 
clarity, etc.. And that is an interesting and perhaps useful 
project, but leaves the field of actual language meaning . 
to the anti-operationflist. This criticism turns out to 
be a specific example of a more general criticism of anti- 
realism - its inability to makes se/se of theories - which 
is developed in the next chapter.
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Similarly, unless the beiiaviouriat can provide suffioieat 
and necessary observational conditions for the predication 
of a tana, it cannot be said that behaviouristIc specifications 
of meaning even approach a solution to the problem of 
behaviour!Btically defining psyouolo^ieal terms. As we h ve 
seen, such a problem seems incapable of solution in the case 
of dispositional terms, Bummett"s attempt to provide 
behaviouristic definitions of such terms, therefore, is 
doomed to failure, even if we overlook mor^ minor blemishes 
in his account, % e  openness of dispositional terms guarantees 
that no sufficient ax̂.d neceseary behavioural coï̂ ditions can 
be discovered for the use of such terms# Fundar^eatallly, 
both Gamap's reduction sentences and Dummett’s suggestion 
of Counterfactuals fall because of this feature of dispositional 
terms, ^ny attempt by Dummett to salvage an "if,,.then", 
analysis by reforaulating tae counter!actuals thus; ’Jones 
was brave* a m  he analysed as ’Jones has a tendency to act 
bravely in dangerous situations’, which, in coimterfactual 
form, would be ’If Jones faced dange”, he would have had a 
teudeîCy to act bravely’ (if t ils makes se se) merely re-imports 
the ’occult*.

Indeed, althoû Jh Dummett’ s formulation can be improved 
by takin̂  ̂note of the above objections - we could, for 
instance, introduce intentional factors into his analysis - 
any attempt at a complete characterJmcatioa of dispositional 
terms by using ’if.,.then’ sentences wil3 fail, Reduction 
sente ces and counterfactuals, expressible in ’if*,.then* terms.
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have been seen to be inadequate; what of alternative 'if... 
then' accounts? The only likely one is a formulation in terms 
of causal conditionals (with or without the impication thtt 
such conditionals are licensed by causal laws). This question 
is to be clearly distinguished from that concer ing the 
causal or non-causal nature of dispositions. A solution 
to the latter problem essentially provides &n answer to the 
question - Do dispositions have a categorical basis? If the 
answer is Yes, then dispositions ai*e said to cause their 
behavioural manifestations. This question, is pursued in a 
later chapter.

A formulation of an 'if...then* analysis in teras of 
causal conditionals says nothing of the ontological status of 
dispositions, it merely correlates two (ty^s of) events or 
states, both of which are observables* It is compatible with 
a behaviouristic analysis of disposition terms. For example, 
where 0 = Test condition#, R * Response, 'If 0, then with  ̂
causal necessity R' is an operationalistic analysis (IF we 
assume that a non-extensional Icuaguage is acceptable to 
operationalists). Typica3,ly, the operationalistic analysis 
will include reference to laws; a behaviouristic analysis need 
not do so (we assume here that causality does not essentially 
involve laws), e.g. to attribute a belief-disposition to 
someone is to say that under certain conditions, specified 
in terms of the environment of the ageat, that person will 
behave, verbally or otherwise, in certain wa^s. The 
introduction of a law here would lead to the provision of
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a cetei'is paribus clause - a move rendering practically 
useless the introduction of the law. I think it true to say 
that a law can always be formulated, given one case, provided 
that enough conditions are specified, or, more usually, a 
cetfc is paribus clause inserted, as a 'cover-all* condition. 
Thus, all counter-examples are excluded. Such vacuous laws 
will typically apply, in actual fact, only to one case.
But such or other laws do not need to be presupposed in 
assessing the truth of a dispositional statement.

It is my contention that if laws are held to be the 
support of individual dispositional statements, a categorical 
basis is needed to explain this fact. If laws are not^ré^quired, 
as in the case of many dispositions attributable only to animate 
objects, then the considerations adduced above on the inadequacy 
of an * if...then* analysis render necessary a different 
analysis of the dispositional statements. It is my hope 
that the account of dispositions given in Chapter 5 will 
provide such an analysis.

In conclusion, let us summarise what has been established 
so far. Je have seen Dummett's account of bravery as a 
particular case of anti-realism, and h ve put the realism/anti- 
real ism conticversy, somewhat sketchily I fear, into 
historical perspective. Eome objections to anti-realism have 
been raised; the misguided lea;* from belief in its plausibility 
in mathematics, to a belief in its plausibility elsewhere; 
that it leads to solipsism; its misapprehension for what ij- 
it is for language to have sense; the difficulties for
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operationalist and behaviourist; analyses of dispositions, such 
a view of sense-fixing provides; most striking of all, its 
non-acceptance of the Law of Excluded MiJdle. we turn to 
this in Ghapter 4. P/r
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Footnotes to Chapter 2.

1. See Aristotle, lii comae he an iiituicG# 11151^6-1116a15*

2, R. Brandt, /Traits of Character: A Conceptual Analysis’, 
American Philosoi.>hical <̂ iuart . rl.y% Volume 7t Ao- 1» 197C.

3* I am not sure about tnis. Animate dispositions are 
tendencies to do certain things in certain situations. If, say, 
somebody does these things in these situations more often 
than not and id not possess the disposition, and tlose who 
possessed the disposition more often than not did not perform 
the characteristic actions, would we have a coherent account 
of what it is to attribute a disposition to somebody? Perhaps 
it is a constraint on the realist position that most people 
should act in characteristic ways most of the time, which is 
why reference to situations is regidred even on a realist 
analysis.

4. In this section, I am much indebted to a D.Phil. thesis 
at Oxford - ’Dispositions’ - by B.C. d’Alessio.

3# It does not entail this, but in the absence of other 
reduction sentences or other operationalistic methods of 
specifying, meaning, it would, on operationaiistic criteria of 
meaning, mean tnis.

6. Saope has cogent arguments on tais point coneeraing ’magnetic* 
R.K. Bhope, ’Dispositional Treatment of Psychoanalytic Motivation 
Terms’, Jourrua of Philosophy, Vol. LXVII, Mo. 7, 1970.
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Cîlal̂ ER 5. Anti-realism on theories

Many objections to anti-realism became apparent in 
Chapter 2, but perhaps the chief one - its inability to give 
a satisfactory exi^lanation of the role of theories - was only 
suggested in criticism of operationaiistic definitions of 
dispositional terras. There we saw that not only did 
operationalists have to abandon attempts to fully define 
some kinds of terms, in this case dispositional ones, but 
that even attempts to give sufficient and necessary 
conditions in test-conditions (or, more generally, in 
specified circumstances) were open to serious objection.
The openness of dispositional terms guarantees that no 
solely observational account of their meajiing can be given.
I shall argue in Chapter 3 that such openness demands a 
categorical basis. But for the moment, let us inquire 
again into op©rationalism with a view to exposing anti- 
realist misconceptions about theories. Come repetition 
is inevitable, but I shall keep this to a minimum; and 
what there is will be part of an approach with a different 
purpose, viz., the study of operationalist conceptions of 
theoretical and dispositional terms in general.

Carnap in ’Testability and Meaning’, seems to divide all 
scientific terms into two mutually exclusive and exhaustive 
classes - observational and dispositional. Such a division 
is striking if only for the non-appearance of the class of 
theoretical terms in it, but these terms, Caihiap insisted.
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were dispositional. Positivist dislike of the occult 
made suspicious the meaningfulness of any terra purporting to 
refer to an unobservable entity. Therefore, the widely held 
view, that some theoretical terms referred to theoretical 
entities, called ’theoretical* because they were unobservable 
(in some sense of that term), was to be rejected. Including 
them in the class of dispositional terms would, according to 
the protagonists of this view, meet the problem of specifying 
the meaning of theoretical terms (it was a common assumption 
that they did have meaning) while preserving metaphysical 
purity. Fundamentally, the general problem was to provide 
analyses of scientific terms, analyses which would not go 
beyond experience or the possibility of experience; the 
methods of verification or confirmation of statements in 
which theoretical terms appeared must be given in terms of 
actual or possible experience. Therefore the meaning of 
theoretical terms was, to be given in terms of experiential 
verification or confirmatory procedures; so any specification 
of meaning which implied existence independently of such 
procedures was ipso facto incorrect. ’Ho hypostasization 
without verification* might be a sloganized summary of 
this approach. To say that an electron is a ’thing* would 
be to go against the slogan; the meaning of the term 
’electron* is given in term^ of the test conditions for 
establishing the presence of an electron. The question of 
the ontological status is at best irrelevant - those anti
realists who hold an instrumentalist view of theories would
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claim that the reality oi* number of electrons is not a 
question which has to be or ever; can be answered - and at 
worst, elicits a false answer - Yes, they are real. Anti
realists who think theoretical abatements are true or 
false will nevertheless wish not to overstep the metaphysically 
permitted limits of scientific endeavour, such limits being 
set by positivist philosophers of scierce, i.e. they will 
try to reduce talk of putative occult entities such as 
electrons to talk of the conditions in which scientists 
themselves talk of electrons, e.g. the presence of certain 
traces in cloud chambers. Buch conditions are of the 
observational kind,.and untxl if at all, scientists actually 
observe entities which they call ’electrons* it would be 
false to talk of electrons as entities.

I accept the charge that I am attacking a crude version 
of anti-realism: some anti-realists may not deny e_tity- 
status to electrons. All they claim is that statements 
about objects are translatable to or Reducible to statements 
about verificatary procedures. The problem tuen centres around 
the relation between^meaning^a concept and statements about 
that concept. Can t whole meaning be given by means of 
statements about verificatory procedures?

This stated, it is nevertheless true that most of 
my arguments against crude anti-realism weigh against more 
sophisticated version, e.g. Arguments about solipsism, the 
’anti-heuristic* tendency of anti-realism, objections to Craig’s 
theorem, etc..
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The use of dispositional terms does not seem to present 
such problems - they are different from observational terms 
in that their whole meaning is not given entirely by means of 
observational statements, but the true predication of such 
a terra does not, according to an anti-realist, entail that 
there is any kind of ’thing’ in the owner of the disposition 
which explains the behaviour characteristic of that disposition, 
i.e. dispositions need not have a categorical basis. Further
more, to say,that they do is to go beyond the evidence we can 
have of the presence of dispositions. The meaning of a 
dispositional term is specified in terms of the tendency to 
act in certain ways (in the case of animate objects) or for 
certain things to happen (in the case of inanimate objects) 
in specified situations. Such actions and happenings are 
observable henomena, and the tendency is not some occult 
factor which explains such behavioural (in the wide seuse) 
manifestations. Thus, to say that theoretical terms are 
dispositional, is to claim that the meaning of such terms 
either is or must be made to become specified in terms of 
observable test conditions and observable test results. To 
take Carnap again, the introduction of reduction sentences 
as partial definitions that there is supposed to
be more meaning to such terms than is given by such 
sentences. But, whatever residue of meaning is left over, 
it does not lie in the fact that dispositional (end therefore 
theoretical) terms refer to entities.

Criticism of this account of the meaning of theoretical
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terms will raise the fundamental question of the role of 
theory in scientific endeavour. In chapter 2 I criticised 
the view that partial definition of dispositional terms was 
acceptable on the operati nalist criterion of meaning on 
t e  grounds that on that criterion, there was no guarantee 
that there was any more meaning to a term than had been
assigned to it by means of reduction sentences. The
operationalist*s reply then was that operationalists were 
not competent enough to give full explicit definitions of 
dispositional teimis; but to accept that as a satisfactory 
reply is to assume that the terms we use could be given 
more full operationalist definitions, if only we knew how.
But this is to assume just what the operationalist criterion
of meaning was supposed to be a test of, viz., the cognitive
meaning of dispositional (including theoretical) terms. This 
assumption on the part of the operationalists not only points 
to a discrepancy in their own account, but also to a view of 
theory which is incompatible with their own approach. It 
seems to me that operationalists want to have their cake and 
eat it - they assume the validity of a conception of theories 
which is at variance with their own account of the i-ole of 
such. It is indeed obvious that there is more meaning to 
most dispositional terms than can be assigned to them 
by a len̂ t̂hy list of reduction sentences. The attempt to 
provide both necessary and sufficient conditions, even in the 
context of test conditions, seems doomed to failure.

It seems then that the operationalist holds two positions:
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a) the only guarantee that a term is meaningful is that 
operationalist accounts of its use can be given. The 
corollary of this is that it can be strictly claimed only 
that a term has as much meaning and no more as operationalist 
definitions give it. b) Terms have more meaning than has 
actually been assigned to th^m by operationalist definitions.
It does not follow from this, but it is a reasonable suggestion, 
that what the operationalist should see on his criterion as 
the role of theory, is different from the role that he has 
implicitly given to theory. And this is hardly surprising, 
for the operationalist cannot account for the role of 
theory; this will now be argued for.

A brief analysis of what theories in science are will
be useful here. A theory is a set of statements which
together explain something else (let us assume that this
something else is put in prepositional foiia): from the
statements composing the theory we can deduce or induce
some conclusion. Such conclusions will usually be in the
form of experimental laws, for it is the generality Wiiich 

2is important. Let us further assume that such a 
conclusion is a statement about the observable world. The 
role of explanation, whatever else it is, is primarily the 
assembling of phenomena into some kind of order. What is to 
count as ordering involves subsumption under laws. Typically, 
such laws will be of great generality: it is hardly a theoiy* 
that All oxygen expands when heated, bhough it is a law; 
what does count in this field as a theory is the kinetic
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theory of gases. Essentially, theories unif.y the world 
into a coherent whole (or unify a signigicant finite part 
of the world). Again typically, a theory will involve the 
postualtion of some fî nobservable entity or entities, 
referred to by usually ad hoc introduction of theoretical 
terms, e.g. Freud introduced the term ’super-ego* to refer to 
what he considered n entity, which entity accounted for 
certain aspects of the behaviour of human beings. (Though 
as D. Lewis,points o u t i t  need not be the case that 
theoretical terms name theoretical entities, i.e. entities 
which are unobservable or are ad hoc inventions, e.g. 
Theoretical terms are new or old terms used in a new way 
wiiich derive their meaning from the way in which they occur.
'i y pic ally, they will refer to unobserved entities.)

It is this latter aspect of theories - in what sense do 
they account for their explanandaV - which is in di^dj^e. Do 
theoretical terms refer to entities? Or are the reducible 
to, and thus mere ’bundles’ of, observational t^rms? Anti- 
realists^ who tend to emphasise description and correlation 
rather than explanation, might dispute my interpretation 
of the role of super-ego in Freud’s theory and contend that 
it is an intervening variable, i.e. something which 
correlates two kinds of phenomena, and which is in principle 
dispensable. It is used solely because it is a quick way 
of correlating such phenomena - to work out the direct 
correlations of the two kinds of phenomena would allegedly 
be tiresome and time-consuming. ’Electrons’ would be
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considered not as a term referring to occult entities but 
as a useful way of talking about various observable phenomena. 
Such a position is immediately suspicious for one has to 
look hard to find any case of the cictual reduction of a 
theoretical term to a bundle of observational ones, or the 
dispensing of an intervening variable. Theoretical terms 
seem to be necessary ingredients of scientific theories in 
the form of irreducible expressions. Ĵ uite clearly, it was 
not the intention of all scientists in presentation of their 
theories to encourage the belief that their theories could 
be reduced to correlations of observable phenomena, Freud 
did think there were such entities as super-egos, etc..
To him, theories had the function of explaining observable 
phenomena by means of a few postualted entities, entities 
w ich might not be observable (in some sense), but which 
might eventually be discovered. The possibility of later 
discovery of unobserved e titles raises problems for 
the anti-realist. Craig, in ’Auxiliary Expressions*^ a 
paper which affords great comfort for the anti-realist, himself 
says that ”in the beginning it ma.*/ have been aore natural 
to regard the term 'virus’ as auxiliary. Nowadays, it may 
be more natural to regard it as aonauxiliary”. Auxiliary 
expressions are those wiiich are said not to refer to entities, 
but are useful symbolic devices, e.g. ’electron’, or 
intervening variables, e.g. ’ego’. Nonauxiliary expressions 
are those which do refer to entities. A simpler and more 
reasonable way of accounting for the ’change’ in the status
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of ’virus* might be to point to the fact that viruses were 
observed first at some point in time and so their status 
as real entities, always postulated, was now confirmed*

However, such considerations may be said to miss the 
point, viz*. that however scientists conceived of their 
theories, tĥ -y should have held anti-realist tenets; i.e. s 
scientists insofar as they believed in the existence of unob
served (and given the technoloyica, state of science at 
the time unobservable) entities were methodologically 
unsound. Anti-realism may take this line, but it is at 
great cost to man;r of their brethren, for the latter wish 
to show that in fact theoretical terms gre reducible to 
observational ones, that theories are in fact reducible in 
principle to ’explanations’ including only observational 
statements (Gruig’s Theorem). Positivists wished to 
discredit transcendental metaphysics as meaningless 
nonsense but they did not wish to make empirical science 
a dubiously significant enterprise. Host positivists were 
scientifically oriented and wished to present the practices 
of scientists as some kind of model for other fields of 
knowledge. Thus it was imperative for them to cathect a 
vindication of the cognitive significance of scientific • • 
practices, terms, systems, etc..

The realist’s insistence (let us assume it is one - the 
particular example is unimportant) that the discovery of 
viiuses as entities did not change the meaning of any 
scientific statement in which the term ’virus’ occurred is
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is anathema to the anti-realist. The latter, with his 
identification of meaning with any^evidence , truth- 
conditlons which we ^are capable of recognising, correct 
assertion-conditions, etc., makes scientific meaning a 
function of the actual knowledge of scientists. The meaning 
of ’electron*, e.g., is given in terms of evidence for the 
presence of electrons, e.g. traces in a cloud-chamber; 
mechanical models of atomic structures are crucially mis
leading - the usual model is of different coloured balls 
arranged in a geometric pattern, each ball representing 
a different particle, we thus acquire the picture of an 
atom as a configuration of small particles. The anti
realist argues that this cannot be right, even with a literal 
interpretation of the model, for a) we have no evidence that 
electrons are things, v) we have evidence that electrons 
could not be one kind of thing (and therefore not a thing 
at all) - in some conditions electrons act like particles, 
in others like waves. To return to our virus example, the 
anti-realist will assert that ’virus’ is an ’entity-word’ 
only when there is sufficient evidence available to support 
that assertion, i.e. when viruses have been discovered.
Before that discovery, ’virus* did not refer to a thing, but 
to various related phenomena it was convenient to correlate 
by a useful verbal device. Such an account is unsatisfactory 
on historical grounds, a)I have suggested earlier that 
scientists typically think of theoretical terms as referring 
to things, b) Why should there be a search for a thing called
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’virus* if the theory in which the term ’virus’ was used 
did not presuppose or even assert the oentity-status of viruses, 
c) This point may not actually apply in this case, hut is i  ̂
generally relevant. Phenomena characterising the meaning 
of theoretical terms, according to the anti-realist, are - 
often called ’effects’. This entails the existence of 
a cause or causes; phenomena are thin£^ it is a reasonable 
assumption that causes are like their effects in categorial 
status; therefore, the cause or causes of such phenomena 
will be things also, d) Scientists want to find out why 
things happen, not just what.

These considerations, and the earlier one thet no 
example o^ avreduction of a theoretical tern to observational 
ones has been provided - we saw what happened to Carnap’s 
attempt, an attempt, indeed, which was c strated by the 
admission that a full reduction could not be made - lead to 
the conclusion that the anti-realist Conception of theories 
is mistaken as a conception of (he actual role of theory in 
scientific endeavour, ûay employment of anti-realist tenets 
to purge science of any concepts and statements not in 
accord with strict anti-realist cognitive requirements 
would drastically reduce the scope of scientifc practice. 
Howeve , perhaps our conclusion is premature: even though no 
reduction of theoretical terms has been carried out, Craig’s 
Theorem shows that, given certain allegedly undemanding 
conditions, such a reduction is always possible. Such a 
possibility is shown to be feasible by formal logic alone and
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and may be incapable of implementation, given the competence 
and time of scientists, but the theoretical possibility 
is perhaps all that is required by reductionists. This 
Theorem is an important asset for anti-realist conceptions 
of theory so I will devote some space to it, starting with a 
brief informal synopsis of the Theorem itself. I shall refer 
to the article ’Replacement of Auxiliary Expressions*^ and 
not to his earlier one, ’On Axiomatizebility within a 
System* , as being much more explicit and full concerning 
the implications of the Theorem for scientific theory.

The Theorem is intended to provide a menus whereby one 
class of expressions (called ’auxiliary’) is replaced by 
another class (called ’nonauxiliary’).^ I have earlier stated 
what kinds of expressions are to count as auxiliary and what 
as nonauxiliary. The first requirement is that these two 
classes be defined effectively - what are contentious 
cases in scientific practice should be decided one way or 
the other. The second is that theÿ theory which is to be 
replaced should be systematized into an axiomatic system.
The restrictions on the system replacing this one are 
relatively minor. What results is that all sentences in 
the original system containing only nonauxiliary terms can 
be deduced from the replacement system. In fact, eny class of 
terms can be eliminated from the axioms of the system provided 
only tiiat one wants to derive theories wnich do noo contain 
any of those terms from the axioms. In more specific terms, 
and with strict relevance to the problem of reduction of non-
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observational statements to observational ones, all the 
observational deductions from the orit̂ inal axiomatised system 
can be deduced from the replacement system. (I shall assuiae 
from now on that this particular application of the Theorem 
is our subject.) It is important to note that Craig’s method 
does not provide means for replacing theoretical terms as 
such, but only insofar as they provide the means in the 
original system of deriving observational deductions from 
that system. As Craig says; ’The ”theoretical superstructure” 
of S (original system) has been discarded in S’ (replacement 
system) without changing what is retried to be the observable 
content. Predicates regarded as tl|o^etical are therefore in 
a certain senne dispensable’ (iiy emphasis). Of course, the 
observational deductions axe all tuat a t;vq)ical anti-realist 
is interested in, so he will not be over-bothered by the 
proviso, but it is neverthelas significant.

Let us inquix’e into the two requirements of S mentioned 
earlier. The first one we remember is tnat the two classes 
- auxiliary and nonauxxliary - be defined effectively, i.e 
it must be possible to decide in a finite time what class 
any expression belongs to. Oraig acknowledges that in 
practice in some cases it is difficult to assî n̂ expressions 
to a class, but he implies that some kind of artificial 
assignment might be an answer. Objection to this ’rigidity’ 
(required by the Theorem) will be given in my comments on 
the second requirement, so I will confine myself to the 
remark that given tne ambiguous status of many scientific
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terms with regard to their status as (non)auxiliary 
expression?, such ’arbitrary’ assignments may fail to do 
justice to the sublety of scientific endeavour and may, 
indeed, ensure the uselessness of the Theorem for 
reductionists. For, in precisely those cases about which 
strict reductionists are adamant concerning the necessity 
of reduction, Craig’s methods may fail to satisfy them 
because of the arbitrariness of assignment (this is only 
a practical and not a formal objection, but it is one which 
vhe anti-realist shouéd/. answer,)

The second requirement - that 3 be systematized by 
laying down axioms, rules of inference, etc. - is ^  
open to more formal objection. For essentially it regards 
scientific tneories as static ’bodies’ subject to change 
but nevertheless at any one time embodying a clearly 
accBv/fced corpus of statements. But most scientific theories 
are in a constant state of flux and most scientists if 
asked to state a theory in full could get no further than 
a statement of the more deep-rooted (and in the extreme cases 
analytic) statements of a particular theory. Perhaps the use 
of a sin-le word ’theory’ misleads here - one gets the 
picture- of a ’block* of statements called the ’Theory of X*.
We can perhaps demand of a scientist that he in a somewhat 
artificial manner state a particular theory as he sees it at 
a particular time, and show that a system S’ containing no 
theoretical terms is adequate for the deduction of all 
observational sentences derivable from system S. If we swallow
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/eobjections cited before^the misconetrual of theories as 

static Qorm of statments, this seems an adequate answer. But, 
I suggest, only on a formal level. For it is surely never 
going to be the case th t the dividing line between

t 8theoretical and observational, terms is clear cut, and 
therefore there is not going to be a natural dichotomy between 
tuose sentences of S which should and tuose which should 
not be included in 8*. Arbitrary division may tend only 
to extract whatever use the Theorem had for a reductionist.
I suppose one could include only very clearcut cases of 
observational axioms in S’ and demand only that obvious 
observational statements be deduced from them, but that 
would be to denude the Theorem of any practical interest.
I suggest, then, that the possibility of systematizing S is 
open to cogent objection.

Hempel, in ’The Theoretician’s Dilemma’̂ , puts it 
concisely and effectively;

"The further requirement of an effective character
ization of the postuyltes and tlie rules of logic for T* 
are so liberal that no doubt any scientific theory that has 
yet been considered can be formalized in a m̂ anner that 
satisfies them - as long as t-ie connections between 
theoretical and observational expressions can be assumed 
to be expressible in .the form of definite statements. The 
only important case I am aware of in wiiich this condition 
would be violated is that of a theory for which no 
definite rules of interpretation are specified - say, on 
the ground that the criteria of application for theoretical
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expressions always have to be left somewhat vague.
(Aspects of Scientific Explanation, p. 212, fn 56.)

(T* is an interpreted theory, i.e. the postulates of the 
theory and the interpretation of those postulates in terms 
of observational data). ouch a requirement is suggested 
in Craig’s first condition on S - ’The class of applications 
of a rule of inference of S is effectively defined*. hempel 
seems to think th^t such cases are raze, and furtheziaore that 
most of these are within the scope of Craig’s Theorem, if 
the rules of interpretation themselves make provision 
for vagueness of applic&bility-sriteria of theoretical 
terms. Probability statements furnish a connection between 
Craig’s Theorem and tno ‘vague theories’, but it is not 
clear that the problem is quite so venial as that. To 
re-employ lay stock example of the problem of the criteria 
of application of dispositional terms (of which theoretical 
terms formed a proper sub-class) which was never solved - the 
openness of such terms demanded vagueness of application 
criteria, ouch vagueness cannot be incorporated into 
application lules involving the statistical likelihood or 
the logical probability of objects possessing or not 
possessing a disposition given certain observable conditions, 
for although it is true that certain kinds of behaviour 
(construed widely to cover inanimate things) in certain 
circumstances make it probable that the relevaxit object does 
possess a particular disposition, in general such a probability 
cannot be specified more precisely than that ’It is probable
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given observable conditions •.. that disposition D is 
present*. For a) nobody as far as I know has ever worked out 
such detailed probabilities and this su ./Rests at the very 
least that it cannot be done, b) The openness of dispositional 
teiins makes such a calculation impossible to effect.

In certain cases, we can specify probabilities, e.g. 
the probability that, if an object dissolves in water, it is 
water-soluble = 1. . But this applies only in cases where 
sufficient conditions can be provided for the application 
of the dispositional term. Such conditions can be provided 
for certain terms applicable to inuiimate objects, but, 
as suggested earlier, it seems impossible to supply sufficient 
conditions in the case of terms predicable only of animate 
objects.

If my choice of example seems unduly favourable to my 
case, I would answer that even if it is, it is typical of a 
very important class of cases. For, by Carnap’s later (1956) 
criterion of a theoretical term, viz., that only a partial 
interpretation of it can be given in' terms of observational 
statements ar-d this seems to carry with it the view that a 
statement including a theoretical expression does not entail 
any observational statement, the dispositions peculiar to 
animate objects are referred to by theoretical terms, (cf. 
Carnap’s definition of a pure disposition term - such 
entailiaents do hoIf, so failure of the putative possessor of 
a" disposition to meet the required test entails that it does 
not in fact possess tKie disposition, hummett’s analysis, of.
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course, suggests th ̂t such dispositions are "pure* 
dispositions.) In such cases, as I have stated earlier, not 
only can we deduce the presence of the disposition from any 
number of observational statements, but ilso, going the 
other way, we cannot deduce any observational statement 
from the truth of the dispositional statement, nor can we 
even deduce the statistical likelihood of the truth of 
observational statements (in this case, statements about 
behaviour) from the truth of such a statement. A person 
can be brave without acting bravely in the dangerous 
situations he encounters.

To sum up, I hope to have shown that Craig’s two 
requirements, however innocuous looking, are really quite 
strong conditions, and reductionists are lihble to trip -- 
up on one or both of them.

We can also see that the systematization involved in S* is 
not so easy. In effect, to ensure that only observational state
ments are deducible from S’, we have to make every observational 
statement in 3 an axiom of S’ (I owe tuis point to BageJ). We 
cannot be sure that such axioms will be finite in number (unless 
we assume that the number of observational statements in 3 and 
deducible from 3 is finite in number. I underline because 
such statements may be deducible from 8 only via the use of 
auxiliary teims - we therefore have to inc ude them in the axioms 
of S’). Therefore, we cannot be sure that we can arrive at S’; 
furthermore even if the number of axioms is finite, it might be 
such a large number that S’ would be useless for practical purposes -
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science would not be able to use it as a means for 
drawing conclusions. Therefore the use of Oraig* s Theorem 
would be confined to showing th^t it was possible to replace 
S by S*, replace a system including theoretical expressions 
by one not using such. Science would still need to use S 
to further scientific knowledge. Ah, say the anti-realists, 
but all we need to do is show how theoretical terms can be 
eliminated, and this is what Craig’s Theorem shows. Never 
mind the practical impossibility of dispensing with 
theoretical expression*.

I think this is an overstatement to say the least.
First of all, Oraig himself acknowledges that nis Theorem does
not ,rovide a way of eliminating tneoretical expressions as
such - ”replacement of individual expressions does not
always seem possible and that replacement of a system as

10a wiiole seems sometimes the best we can do”. The reason 
for this is that it is well-nigh impossible to find exact 
replacements for the auxiliary expressions -aall we can do 
is take S as a whole and show that all observational 
statements deducible from 8 can be deduced from S’. Secondly, 
assuming th t the problem of the number of axioms is solved,
i.e. assuming that they can be siiov/n to be finite in 
number, and assuming that the difficulties I raised in 
relation to tne applicability criteria of theoretical terms 
have been solved satisfactorily, the Theorem shows that S 
can be replaced by S' only insofar* as S is seen as a static 
corpus of knowledge. There art̂  two parts to this objection, 
the first I owe to Nagel.
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a) 3* is essentially only a replacement system; it 
presupposes the existence of another system embodying the 
corpus of knowledge acquired. The existence of S* is thus 
parasitic on the existence of that other system. We could 
not construct a completely new theoretical system of type 
S*. This suggests that in some sense theoretical terms are 
necessary for science to make any progress, b) As a kind 
of corollary to a) S’ does not suggest new avenues of 
approach for science. In general, to have a list of 
observation statements with theorems drawn therefrom is 
not a heuristic device; 3* is not a blueprint for further 
investigation. We now see the further implications of the 
fact that the theorem provides no way of replacing individual 
auxiliary expressions, but merely e ables us to derive the 
same observation statements from S’ as from 3. For, as 
Carnap acknowledges in his characterisation of the 
Gorrespondence-rules for theoretical statements as partial 
interpretative statements, the use of theoretical expressions 
suggests possible discovery avenues for scientists. The 
realists’ use of unobservable or unobserved entities as 
explanatory of observable phenomena is calculated to further 
science by indicating what has to be ’discovered next’. The 
anti-realist rejection of explanation in favour of 
correlation of observables suggests no such avenues.

This objection also brings out further t..e importance of 
Craig’s own admission that his Theorem does not aim at or 
succeed in clarifying the meaning of auxilisiry expression?, 
but rather at %)roviding a replacement procedure. To this the
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anti-realist may reply that though meaning-clarification 
was not the purpose of the formulation of the Theorem, it 
is in fact one of its outcomes. Thus, the replacement of 
theoretical statements by observational ones is a way of 
s'lowing under what obse vable conditions we can justifiably 
assert a theoretical expression. But this is incorrect, 
for as well as all the problems associated with specifying 
the meaning of ’open' expressions in tems of observables,
(and I hope I have given cogent reasons for regarding theoret
ical expressions as open in the sense that they suggest 
avenues of scientific approach, and therefore their meaning 
cannot be explic ted in terms of existent observable 
deductions, a fortiori for dispositional terns), there is 
always a residue. We have the fact that it is not individual 
expressions in 3 which are replaced in S’, but the whole 
system 3. .Even if the Theorem were : ot subject to objections 
already cited, it would still be the case that it is the 
system S as a whole which is replaced. Moreover, even if 
individual expressions were replaced by other expressions, 
it would not follow^ that a translation had been effected. 
Expressions in S and 3’, given the truth of the protasis, 
would have simil̂ -r meanings in that deductions from them 
were identical, but expressions in 3 would have ’more meaning’ 
in this sense, because of their openness.

It is my conclusion, therefore, that Oraig’s Theorem 
provides no real aid and comfort for the anti-realist view 
of theory witnin science* As a way of finishing: off this 
section, let us briefly state again the xx>le of theory within
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science* A theory is an explanatory device whose purpose is
to explain, by means of postulated.entities, observable
phenomeiia; it does this by presenting postulates from

11which can be deduced experimental laws, those laws whose 
confirmation lies in the results of experiiaents. By doing this 
job, it al,-,:0 explains the behaviour of individual things.
Before viruses were discovered ’virus* was a term used in 
theories to refer to an entity or entities whose effects 
were tne symptoms and criteria of the many diseases. Actually, 
this may be historically false, but it is a reasonable 
conjecture tnat the reason viruses were discovered was that 
people looked for them, and thay did that because the theory 
or theories in which the term ’virus’ was used presupposed that 
tne term referred to an entity as a or the cause of the 
various symptoms and criteria of tĥ â disease. To suggest, 
as Craig does, that the term ’virus’ chunged its meaning 
sometime after the discovery of the referents of the term is 
surely to be guilty of an unreasonable clinging to a 
particular tneory of meaning. In passing, it might be said 
that the anti-real/its snow a general refusal to countenance 
speculation. This is odd when applied to science, the 
paradigm discipline of those who hold anti-metaphysical 
views.

We have seen the foie of theory in science, what of its 
role outside? I feel little need bo said on taie, for if 
the anti-realist identification of cheoretical entities with 
bundles of observables is wruUb within science, a fortiori
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it will be false outside science. For scientists after 
all are empirically minded and they are professionally and 
perhaps temperaraentally committed to anchoring all their 
work on observed accepted facts. Laymen have no such 
methodological predilection for the observable and are 
probably much lese suspicious of the occult. Of course, 
such ways of thinking may need to be purged, but as a 
description it seems roughly correct.
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Footnotes to Chapter 3.

1. My repeated choice of operationed ism as a stock example 
of anti-realism is justified, 1 think, on two grounds.
a) It is a relatively straightforward version of anti-realism 
and thus manifests most clearly perhaps typical anti-realist 
traits, while at the same time not being a straw man. b) In 
operationalist literature, the problem of dispositional 
terms has loomed large.

2. Actually, this is dubious. It may be argued that theories 
explain individual events, which are deducible from them,
and show how experimental laws are vindicated. The latter 
are not deducible from theoretical statements.

3. D. Lewis, 'how to Define Theoretical Terms* , J :.urnal of 
Philosouhv. Vol. LXVII, No. 1$, 1970.

4. W. Craig, ’Replacement of Auxiliary Expressions’, 
Fhilosonhical Review, Vol. LIXV, 1956*

5. See footnote 4.

6. W. Gr^;:, ’On Axinmetizability within a System’, Journal 
of Symbolic Logic, Vol. XVIII, 1955*

7. It is not a translatability doctrine, as Feigl thinks - 
The "Mental " and the "Physical"* The Essay and a lost script. 
University of Minnesota Press, 1967# As Craig himself says;

’... the empiricist aim is rather to clarify somehow the 
meaning of such (auxiliary) expressions ... the method
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described in this p&per fails to provide an;>̂ such 
clarification.'’ (My emphasis.)
('Replacement of Auxiliary Expressions*, ihilosQoiiical 
Review, Vol. LXXV, 1956, p. 52.)

B. One way of weakening the implications of Craig's Theorem 
for anti-realism may be to point out the general lack of 
a clear-cut distinction between theoretical and observational 
terms and statements. It is almost considered platitudinous 
nowadays to state 'All statements, including so-called "pure 
observational" ones are theory-laden*. This, if true, may 
push the anti-realist into a rhenomenalist basis and so 
into an iTrrVividujtl solipsism. But is the lack of a general 
distinction of such dismal importance for anti-realism when 
■we are talking of observational/theoretical dichotomies within 
a theory? I see no reason to conclude that it is.

See d. Maxwell, 'The Ontological Status of Theoretical 
Entities', Minnesota Studies in the Philosophy of Science, 
Volume III, edited by Feigl & Maxwell, University of Minnesota 
Press, 1962# Also see P. Achinstein, 'The Problem of 
Theoretical Terms', American Philosophical Quarterly, Vol. II, 
Mo. 5, 1965.

9. G.G-. Hempel, 'The Theoretician's Dilemiaa* , amended version
published in O.G. Hempel, Aspects of ocientifio Saaalanatlon, 
The free Press, 1965*

10. W. Craig, 'Replacement of Auxiliary Exprès:ions', 
Philosoouical Review, Vol. LXXV, 1956, p. 50.
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11. But see footnotes., this Chapter.
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GHAl̂ rER 4.

V/e now turn to perhaps the oddest consequence of the 
anti-realist thesis: its non-acceptance of the haw of 
Excluded Middle (133M). Intuitionist Prepositional Calculus 
does not include *(p)(p v -tp) * in its axioms, nor is it a 
theorem in the calculus. Fundamentally, this is because of 
the meaning of the negation sign ' -7 ' in Intuitionist Logic 
with the resultant rejection of the Law of legation in 
Classical Logic: *— p ^ p*. If we can revert to Intuiuioiiist 
Mathematics for clearer perspective on tî is, we see that 
to assert that a mathematical statement is true is to claim 
that we have, or could, knowim. how to commence tne procès^, 
construct in a finite number of steps a proof of such a 
statement. The successful employment of a reductio ad 
absurdum argument to snow that '«rp* leads to a contradiction 
(and is therefore false) does not entail that *p* is true. 
For, on constructivist principles, to show that *p* is true 
we have to have constructed & proof of it. To prove th t 
*-T7p’ is true is not sufficient to show *p* , though the 
reverse is true - if *p' is true, then StP* is also true. 
Even if 'ncrp* is true, says the constructivist, 'p* may he 
undecidable, honce neither true nor false. Although 
Intuitionists accent tie Irinciple of hon-Contradiction 
(PNG) as necessarily true (I shrill argue later that at 
least one latuitio^ist, hummett, cannot consistently accept 
even t is principle), their rejection of the double Negation
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Principle enables them to refuse the L£H as a logical law. 
however, the denial of the lEM, would, if introduced into 
Intuitionist Logic, lead to a contradiction. What is 
acceptable in Intuitionist Logic, is the falsity of the falsity 
of the LEM, i.e. S-r(p v ip) * . Intuitionists claim 
that although we cannot say that every mathematical problem 
is solvable (which the assertion of the LEM would amount to), 
neither can we say th&t any problem is unsolvable.

Classical Lo^ic clings fast to the LiH; it is derivable 
via the Law of Double Negation from the PNC. The Principle 
of Negation is Justified on the grounds that the truth of 
*p* entails the falsity of 'not-p* and vice-versa, where *p* 
entails p is true and *not-p* entails p is false. *p* and 
’not-p* are contradictories, as are itrue* and 'false*. On 
Intuitionist conceptions, itruel and 'false* are only contraries 
Outside of mathematics, such a position makes more immediate 
sense, for it establishes symmetries: both halves of the 
double Negation Principle, *p 3 — p* and *— p 3 p*, are

Iaccepted, as are both types of reductio ad absurdum arguments,
'p 3 A*, therefore '-p', and '-p 3 a * therefore *p'. No 
special status is accordod to the affirmation of *p* as 
opposed to its negation.

Interpreted, the acceptance of the LJeM seems to make 
more sqvsq of the world. It is highly plau ible to claim that 
either something is the case or that that thing is not the 
case, although we might not know which, might never know 
which and might not even know how to ascertain dhich. The
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realist goes further and accepts the Principle of Bivalency
for all unambiguous statements, The anti-realist trill
refuse to distinguish between the two principles in the case
of compound statements; for we can only assert or deny a
compound statement when we can assert or deny its constituent
statements - that is how we learn to use compound statements.
Thus, to assert (as true) the Lifi is to assert one of its
constiuutent statements (and deny the other), i.e. we cain
only assert *p v -rp* when we can assert *p* or assert '-(p*.
Thus, if in any case *p v nP* is true, it is only contingently
true; to say that ’(p)(p v -rp)* is true would be to claim that
we can determine, in every case, whether a statement or its
negation is true, we see here the full force of the
epistemological grounding of Intuitionist Logic. Classical 

2Logic largely follows Ambrose in 'On Entailment and 
Logical N-cessity*,^ in holding that 'We should not argue for 
the truth of *p v -p* (AW - let alone *(p)(p v -p)') by saying 
that *p' is true ... we do not establish the truuu of *p v -p* 
by deducing it from a matter of fact*. liven if intuitionist 
Logic were to accept the Lili in its calculus, its ti'utn would 
lie in our k o.-.ledge that for any statement, we have a 
procedure for determining its truth or iüs falsity, and 
whether or not we have this knowledge is a natter of fact.
In any sense in which the axioms of Intuitionist Lo^ic are 
necessary, they seem to be grounded in contingent statements. 
This is at least odd. The axioms of clas.ical lo^ic seem to 
be grounded more in a sense of wuat order the world must have
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in order for discourse about it to be intelligible.
Even if the above considerations about the oddness of 

the anti-realist conception of the LEM are not convincing, 
one further argument may serve to impugn the conception, viz., 
the argument concerning the inconsistency on the part of the 
anti-realist in accepting the PNC as true while rejecting the 
LM. The anti-realist accepts the ’NO, but, given the 
epietemolo ;ical grounding of his logic, presumably must 
justify this acceptance in epistemolo^ical terms. In 
particular, his justification for asserting the PNC will 
be symmetrical, in relation to the kinds of justificatory 
grounds, wita the justification for asserting the LîM (which 
justification fails in the letter casej. Thus, just as it 
is claimed tfe can only assert i(p v -̂p* when we can assert 
*p* or assert *-p*, so it must be required that we Ccin only 
assert *n(p & vp) * when we can assert *p* or can assert *-%p*. 
Dummett, in 'Truth* ,4" states: "Thus we learn to assert 
*p à q* when we car. assert *p* and can assert *q*". Clearly, 
with *p* and *-,p* , we cannot assert both, but how can Dummett 
claim this? The justification for asserting any complex 
statement, according to him, lies in our justification 
for asserting or denying constituent parts, and justification 
for the latter lies in our ability to recognise truthLconditions 
To assert the PNG requires that for any statement, either it 
or its denl&l is assertable.

Perhaps it would be clearer if instead of talking about 
asserting we took denying as the ce-'tral activity here. After
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all, the PNC is in the foxia of a denial of a conjunction.
We can deny *p & q* when we can deny one or both of *p* and 
*q*; in the case of *p & np*, therefore, we can presumably 
only deny this when we can deny *p* or deny *-jp* or both.
For the anti-realist to include the PMC in his li^t of 
logical truths is for him to claim that, for every statement, 
either it or its negation is deniable. Which is not much 
different from saying, a propos the IiiPi, that for every 
statement, either it or its negation is assertable. If the 
anti-realist objects to the latter, why does he not object 
to the former?

Yes, it might be said, this is fine, but look at the 
absurdity ensuing on not asserting the PMO. The meaning of 
the negation sign is surely sufficient for us to intuit 
the truth of the PNC. (Minor point: simply not being able 
to assert *p M nP* does not entail that we can deny it.) That 
may be so for tealists, when they study the Intuitionist 
Calculus, but the anti-realist does not simply intuit the 
truth of Btatementsuof'logic: ̂ he justifies theî  in terms 
of justifying assertions or denials of their constituent 
p'lrbs, and this justificatory process is rooted in epistemic^ 
situations. In relation to truth-functional statements, 
it is only the epistemic situations justifying assertions or 
denials of simple statements that justify placing a truth- 
value on the complex statements. Dummett says? "We no 
longer explain the sense of a statement by stipulating its 
trutu-value in terms of the truth-values of its constituents, 
but by stipulating when it may be asserted in terms of the
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conditions under which its constituents may be asserted",
For us to understand *p v -rP* , we have to understand whut it 
is for us to assert *p* and assert *-rP*. we learn the 
meaning of *v* by using statements containing it. With 
the premise tnat we nearly always try to tell the truth 
when making assertions, uummett concludes that we cannot 
acquire an idea of wnat it would be like for such statements 
to be true independently of tne kinds of situations in wnich 
we use the statements, we learn the meaning of *v*, therefore, 
by using iu, and we can only learn to use it by being taught 
when it would be correct to assert it.^ Similarly, therefore, 
for 1 ear)ling the meaning of *&*. If learning the meaning of 
tais is rooted in the situations justifying the employment of 
the connective, what a priori reason is there for stating that 
every statement is either as ertible or deniable? The INC stands 
or falls with the LEM, it seems, and the Law of Double Negation 
is not required to show this.

Leaving tnis objection aside, why are the Intuitionists 
so insistent on noU asserting the Lufl? Why is this perhaps 
the most crucial difference between their Logic and Classical 
Logic? The answer lies in their conception of logic and 
mathematics, and the respective places accorded these two 
in their conceptual scheme. For Intuitionists, matuematics 
is prior to logic and not vice-versa. Intuitionist 
Logic is not tne justification of the reasoning methods of the 
intuitionists, but is itself justified by such metnods. 
iitrictly, Intuitionist Logic is merely a foiTiulation of the
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underlying principles involved in Intuitionist mathematics. 
Wituout using any lo^ic, Intuitionists succeed in achieving 
mathemat3-cal results by performing certain operations.

The implications for Ulassical Logic are profound. As 
opposed to the- idea of logic as a post hoc, summary of 
reasoning methods, Classical Logic has typically been thought 
of as embodying self-evident necessary truths and therefore 
as itself justifying all modes of reasoning. Secondly, 
Classical Logic is impugned even as an adequate description 
of the reasoning metnods of intuitionists, for it embodies 
principles unacceptable to Intuitionists. Thirdly, Classical 
Logic is therefore decidedly different from Intuitionist 
Logic, and in at least one field, that of mathematics, is 
threatened by the latter*s existence.
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Footnotes to Chapter 4.

1* In general, to suppose tiiat an 'indirect proof leads 
to 'p* is to presuppose that 'p' is to be discovered not 
Greeted.

2. Exceptions exist, e.g. C.I. Lewis claims that 'p 3 (p v -p)*

3. À. Ambrose, 'On Entailment and Logical Necessity*,
Vol. LVI, 1956.

4. M. Dummett, 'Truth*, P.A.S., Vol. LIX, 1958-9.

5# Bee footnote 4., p. 161.

6. This makes Dummett*s explanation of the conditions under 
which we can assert *p v -rp* rather odd. Why should we want 
to assert tMa when we can either assert 'p* or assert *-iP’̂
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GHAl-TLR 5.

We aow turn to the task of providing a more correct 
analysis of dispositional atateiaents. I will present some 
of this chapter dogmatically, but will try to justify these 
portions in the last chapter. The merging of the two chapters, 
would, I believe^ only obscure fundamental points. In this 
chapter, I hope to adequately thread together the perhaps 
seemingly disparate points made earlier, and, in particulary 
to show the importance of the discussion of the LÜî, somewhat 
disjointedly placed in the previous chapter. The importance 
of the LEM for the rcalist/anti-realist dispute demanded a 
whole chapter to itself, and tne placing of the last 
chapter was dictated largely by my feeling that, after 
Chapter 3, some widening of the scope of the discussion was 
needed.

The demand for a categorical basis for dispositional 
statements and the acceptance as a law of logic of the LIH 
are complementary, ^or to insist that each manifestation of 
a disposition is a manifestation of a tendency whose basis 
lies in the mrJce-up of the object or creature possessing the 
tendency, is to insist that every statement affiming or 
denying the possession of that tendency by that object or 
creatttJie is either true or false, regardless of our knowledge 
or capacity for knowledge. For either the object will 
possess the tendency or it will not - either the categorical 
basis will be pi*esent or it will not (1 recognise this is an
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assumption in favour of realism in the physical and 
physiological fields, but see Chapt r 1 on this)* Again, 
to insist on the truth or falsity of a dispositional 
statement, without requiring that we can find out or know 
which, is to insist that the object concerned possesses a 
tendency, or lacks that tendency, even if there is no 
evidence either way. We have seen how an anti-realist 
analysis of the meaning of dispositional statements leads 
to the refusal to accept tVie LEM as universally valid;
Dummett is emphatic about the absurdity of insisting on 
the validity of this law;

"If B still wishes to maintain (after available evidence 
has been seen to be inconclusive either way - AW) the 
necessity of 'Either Jones was brave or he was not', 
he will have to hold either that there must be some 
fact of the sort to which we usually appeal in 
discussing count erf actuals, wliich, if we knew it, would 
decide us in favour of the one or the other; or else there 
is some fact of extraordinary kind, perhaps known only to 
God. In the latter case, he imagines a kind of 
spiritual mechanism - Jones* character - which determines 
how he acts in each situation that arises •.. each 
chatacter trait must be there independently of whether 
it reveals itself ot us or not. Anyone of a sufficient 
degree of sophistication will reject B's belief in a 
spiritual mechanism; either he will be a materialist 
and substitute for it an equally blind belief in a
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physiological aeciianisi% or he will accept A* s conclusion 
that 'Either Jones was brave or he was not* is not 
logically necessary."

For Dummett, the meaning of a dispositional statement being 
given in terms of evidence, e.g. behaviour in certain 
situations (and possibly psychological tests - Dummett 
nowhere rules this out), no credence can be attached to 
t̂ ‘6 claim that such evidence is only evidence of something 
else wiiose nature we surmise. To possess a disposition 
is, for Dummett, simply to have a tendency to do certain 
things in certain circumstcuices - nothing can or should be 
said about any 'categorical basis* for such a tendency, since
we have no way of verifying such a suggestion. IF a
correlation were to be established between the occurrence 
of the evidence and certain neurophysiological states, say,
of the creature manifesting such occurrences, an anti
realist mikht say that trxis is evidence that such dispositions 
do have categorical bases, and this would be to change the 
meaning of dispositional statements. For now, a way of 
Showing that a creature possessed a particular disposition 
would be to show that it possessed this particular nei-̂ Ĉ  
physiological make-up (assuming a one-one correlation - 
tAis, actually, would be hard to establish) in certain 
situations. Such a make-up would have become part of the 
recognisable truth-conditions of the dispositional statement. 
But the anti-realist need not do this, and he certainly 
need not IDENTIFY the disposition with the neurophysiological 
state - he can claim merely th^t a correlation has been
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established* However, even this has not yet (1971) been 
done - therefore, says tue anti-realist, to insist on the 
correlation or the identification is to subscribe to a 
'blind belief.

Novj, Dummett*s talk of a spiritual mechanism - Jones*
character - as the basis of beiiavioural manifestations is
hardly likely to be accepted by anyone of a sufficient degree
of sophistication. It is a red herring. Very few philosophers
are dualistic to that extent; most accept character-traits
as dispositions of one kind or another. *Character* is
merely a name for the set of character-traits a person
possesses, i.e. the name of a set of dispositions (and
nobody in this position would postulate a metacharacter as
providing the spiritual basis for such dispositions). However,
Dummett*s straw man does have one useful function, viz.. that
of showing that it is not a necessary truth that the bases
6f dispositional statements must be material.(Aid here I
must make an observation which should have come much earlier
onf - that not all dispositional statements require eategorical
bases: as Levi and Horgenbesser have pointed out: we cannot

2always associate a disposition with a basis" . One exa;%ple 
might be the tendency of things to fall downwards in the 
earth's atmosphere. These exceptions do not affect the main 
arguiûent nevertheless; all dispositions peculiar to animate 
objects require categorical bases.^) The de and for a 
categorical basis can be seen as a denial th^t a hypothetical 
statement is adequate as an̂  analysis. The meaning of 
dispositional statements does not of itself demand a
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material basis, it merely demands some b^sis. The reasons 
for deilending a material basis are, if these distinctions 
are in any way clear-cut, partly philosophicàl, involving 
all the usual philosophical objections to a dualism of 
mind and body, and partly scientific, in the sen^e that 
scientific discoveries lend credence to the view ti.at the 
mind is either correlatable with or identifiable with some 
kind of matter. Scientists aim at explaining or 
correlating phenomena in terms of matter, at least above 
the micro-level. I think, therefore, that we can disregard 
spiritual bases and confine ourselves to the materialist 
version of tne categorical demand.

We have seen how the 'if...then* analyses of dispositional 
statements have failed to do justice to the meaning of 
dispositional terms; the largest obstacle to such analyses 
being the openness of such terms. Dummett*s analysis 
implies that dispositional terms, are, in Carnap's 
terminology, 'pure* dispositional terms; we have seen that 
if such terms are to be placed in the pure dispositional/ 
theoretical dichotomy, they should be assigned to the 
theoretical class because such terms have more meaning than 
can be assigned to them by observational statements. Thus we 
see that Carnap himself demolishes the anti-realist notion 
of dispositional terms. Recognisable truth-conditions do not 
exiiaust, even if they are a part of, the meanings of such 
terns. However, I think a more general point can be made - 
that even if it were possible to provide sufficient and 
necessary conditions for the predication of dispositional
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by means of 'if...then* analyses, then these hypotheticals 
themselves would deiuand a categorical basis.

Let us imagine that a series of reduction sentences
have been specified which together provide sufficient and
necessary conditions for the application ô tiie term 'water-
soluble* . Then, the fact that such sentences aid specify
necessary and sufficient conditions would itself cry out
for explanation. Anti-realists will object that explanation
is not a properly scientific activity, but X hope to
have shown earlier that this is a iVu sconception about
science* Dispositional statements are about objects,
whereas ’if...then* statements are about events. We have

a
seen that such a dichotomy is^somewhat misleading way of 
characterising the realist/anti-realist difference of 
conception of dispositions, but nevertheless I think it 
has some purchase here. The fact that a particular object 
behaves in a certain way when in certain circumst nces 
surely dem nds an explanation: an explanation which at the 
very least will contain some refera, ce to the categorical 
properti s of the object. There must b something about 
the object which makes it b;have in one way rather than 
another (which is not to say that environmental conditions 
are not necessary).

Now the anti-realist can concede a categorical basis as 
a plausible (or not) empirical conjecture, but deny that it 
is part of the men ing of a dispositi nal term that such 
(or any other) basis has to be provided. It is the
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•philoso i iiical requirement of a basis which is the crux 
of the dispute (the LEM provides a strong philosophical 
ground for this claim). I do not wish to claim that the 
meaning of any dispositional statement can be given in t ̂ rms 
of the micro-structure, brain-state or whatever of the 
object concerned (or any part of the meaning) - truth- 
conditions for *#ones was brave* would be that Jones had 
a tendency to act bravely in dangerous situations* The 
make-up of the tendency is a question for empirical science, 
however, I do wish to claim that the meaning of dispositional 
statements requires that there be some categorical basis which 
is the cause of the behaviour symptomatic of the disposition. 
'Jones is brave* does not mean *Jona^ brain is in a certain 
state or states when certain stimuli are present and when he 
possesses certain attitudes'. But the meaning of the 
dispositional statement does seem to require that such 
a statement as the latt r is true (given the restrictions 
on tne kind of categorical basis alluded to earlier).

Let me rehearse again previous objections to a hypothetical 
analysis of dispositional statements and provide some new ones, 
a) Dispositio al stateiuents are about objects, 'if...then' 
statements refer to events. To say 'Jones was brave* is 
to say more than 'If Jones encountered danger, he would act 
bravely'. Although reference to tendencies to do certain 
things in certain circumstances is covdmon to l>oth accounts, 
for the r alist something is missing from the analysis, viz., 
some indication of vdiy the object does act in the ways specified
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in the circumstances specified. For the anti-realist, this 
is not required and indeed cannot be part of the analysis - 
for it is not part of the evidence^. He conceives of 
dispositional statements as referring to events in the 
history or possible history of an object, and not to the 
possession by the object of a tendency to making such events 
likely, b) The difficulty of specifying necessary and suffi
cient conditions (and the impossibility of specifying both 
for any one disposition) points to the difficulties 
encountered by anti-realists over the role of theory and 
the meaning of theoretical terms. The realist's view of 
theoretical te-Tms demands that he views them as referring 
to Entities which cause the behaviour, a description of 
which the anti-realist regards as a specification of the 
meaning of the terms. As shown in '̂ hapter 3, this anti- 
realist conception of theory is unsabisfactory. c) We can 
attribute a dispositi nal property to someone or something 
even when no manifestation of that property has occurred.
The evidence relevant for the ascription of a dispositional 
property to an object is not confined to the b^iiaviour 
constituting/symptomcitic of the presence of that disposition. 
This an anti-realist can agree with, BUT he must accept the 
consequences - thet with his identification of meaning and 
evidence (or rather, sufficient evidence), there is likely 
to be an exceptionally long specification of the meaning of 
the dispositional term in such cases. This is suspicious 
in itself, and is made even more so when we consider tnat.
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with the improvement in dcientific knowledge, such specific
ations will grow longer as the class of phenomena counting as 
sufficient evidence for the presence of the property becomes 
larger (and if i6 absurd to raise the objection here that 
even if such a lengthening were legitimate, it would assume 
that such specifications were internally consistent, i.e.

pthat the phenomena specified correlate with one another. Buch 
an assumption is needed to preserve the non-self-contradictory 
nature of the meaning. Can we always assume such a 
consistency?). Admittedly the cogexicy of this point depends 
on the assumption that scientific knowledge willincrease 
in the direction indicated, but past signs suggest the 
reasonableness of tuis assumption. The scope of psychological 
tests has increased, e.g., MMPI, and we can assume, I think, 
that they will continue to do so. It is surely more in 
accordance with what our conception of what it is to specify 
meanings that we reject the anti-realist conception. It is 
more in accordance with tais conception to accept the realist 
notion of meaning and regard the evidence merely as symptomatic 
of tne presence of the dispositional property.

All tnis may be conceded (and I shall give an account in 
the last chapter of the inadequacies of the general theory 
of meaning provided by anti-realism), yet doubts may remain.
In particular, are dispositions causes of their manifestations? 
And is the situation over the rualist/anti-realist dispute 
symmetrical in the classes of dispositional properties - those 
attributable to inanimate objects and those peculiar to animate 
objects? We can take these questions together conveniently by
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examining dispositional properties of inanimate objects.
Levi and liorgenbeaser suggest that some dispositions 

are associated with bases (we can disregard for our purposes 
their assertion that not all dispositions are like this). The 
reason for this as they see it is that dispositional predicates 
serve as 'place-holders' for other predicates. They are 
like cet;ris paribus clauses in this latter respect but unlike 
them in that, whereas ceteris paribus clauses do not in 
any way limit the scope of the class of predicates to 
replace them, dispositional properties do: the same kind 
of specification of conditions must be filled in in all 
cases where the same dispositional predicate is to be 
replaced. The importance of this view for our pux̂ poses 
is th«t it backs up my claim that the truth of a dispositionàl 
statement cries out for explanation. In Hyleian language, 
ceteris paribus clauses and dispositional statements are 
'explanation-hungry'. This explanation must involve reference 
to some feature or features of the posses or of the 
dispositional property. To the extent that Levi and Morgen- 
besser make this distinction between ceteris p.ribus clauses 
and dispositional predicates as standing in for further 
specifications of conditions in different ways, I would go 
along with them; my somewhat dismissive and curt remarks 
earlier al>out ceteris paribus clauses indicate my belief as 
to tue usefulness of such clauses. Within the field of 
physics, Levi and ilorgenbesser claim the bases of dispositions 
are usually thought to be objects' micro-structures, and it
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is easy to agree with them over this, if we want to 
explain Ifhy sugar is water-soluble, we will investigate 
the structure of sugar crystals. Why scientists make appeal 
to this feature as having explanatory force rather than to 
some other features of the situation or object is presumably 
explained by reference to their preference for explaining 
the world in micro- rather than macro-terms. To pick out some 
feature of the object as the cause^ of particular behaviour, 
rather than to specify the totality of causal conditions, 
is useful in pointing to a generalization which can be made 
on the basis of that feature. It is that feature which, in 
conditions C, makes the difference between how an object 
behaves in C with and without t at feature. It is perhaps 
a philosophically uninteresting question how philosophical 
and scientific concepts inter-relate; but what philosophers 
would be foolish in doing would be to ignore the conceptual 
apparatus employed by scientists. It is this that leads 
me to the conclusion that the meaning of dispositional 
statements (or most of tiiem) requires tnat some such 
statement as 'Jones* brain is in a certain state or states 
when certain stimuli are present and when he possesses certain 
attitudes* be true when 'Jones is brave* is true.

Have I shown that categorical bases are required by the 
meanings of dispositi uial statements? Or have I merely shown, 
in Stevenson's words^ that the assertion that there is a 
categorical basis underlying each dispositional property is 
a "plausi le empirical hypothesis". In a sense I acce t the 
objection, but feel it is not an important concession to
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to make. I have argued that bases are required a) because 
the LEM is true, b) because hypothetical analyses are 
inadequate, and c) (really a part of b)) that dispositional 
statements are about objects, not situations. And to 
hypostasize possibilities, thereby avoiding the conclusion 
that if dispositional statements are about objects, then 
they arc about the categorical properties of those objects 
(and thereby asserting that such statements are about non- 
categorical properties of the objects), is surely absurd.

Given that such dispositions require a categorical basis, 
it does not follow th t any particular kind of basis is 
required in the sense that the existence of a material basis 
is entailed by the truth of such a requirement. As far as 
logic is concerned, a non-material basis would be adequate.
What makes a material basis the appropri te one in the case 
of animate objects are considerations of two kinds. 1. Objections 
to a dualism of spirit and body. This by itself simply rules 
out spiritual bases; it does not rule out other kinds of 
non-material bases, if any such could exist. 2. The scientific 
assumptions as to the kinds of things correlatable with 
or identifiable with minds and mental phenomena. (I have 
mentioned this point earlier in tliis chapt en) In the case 
of inanim'te objects, what other categorical candidate presents 
itselff

It is largely because of consider.tion c) that I conclude 
that a categorical property (or properties) underlies a 
disposition, and is indeed required by the meaning of a
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statement asserting the presence of a disposition. And it 
is largely in virtue of consideration 2. that it is a material 
categorical basis, and not any other, which is the basis 
required. This, I admit,is, if you like, an empirical 
hypothesis, but it is one v&ich, I hope, will be immediately 
acceptable to those who accept the requirement of a basis.

But perhaps we have assumed too mueh here. It might 
be objected tiiat although we have shown that dispositions 
require categorical bases in the case of dispositions 
predicable of inanimate objects, we have failed to show 
this in the case of dispositions peculiar to animate objects, 
particularly human beings. Many may object that though it is 
not implausible to claim that the basis for a dispositional 
property of an inanimate object lies in its micro-structurf, 
to claim such or a similar basis for human dispositions isi 
to be guilty of succumbing to a dogma. *̂e can dismiss 
objections based on assumptions that man is not part of 
nature and that therefore no fully scientific account of 
him cun be given (in whatever form' these objections are 
expressed) as a oetitio princioii. What is worthy of 
consideration, however, is the drawing of a distinction 
between th two classes of dispositions on the grounds that 
taose attributable to inanimate objects more obviously 
involve laws, whereas t-iose peculiar to animate objects do 
not. To make a ludicrously exaggerated comparison, yet one 
wLiich has cogency, to say that this pitce of glass is brittle 
is to commit oneself to holding that every piece of glass
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like this in composition (which typically will boil down to 
identity of micro-structure) is brittle, whereas to say this 
man is brave is to make no euch commitment. In the former case, 
there is a causal law relating an object's micx*o-structure, 
or otner identifiable feature, with its brittleness: There
are no such laws in the latter case*

One incorrect way of interpreting this would be to 
claim that this shows that whereas the meaning of dispositional 
statements attributable to inanimate objects requires that 
they have a categorical basis, this is not the case when 
we consider dispositions peculiar to animates. The alleged 
fact that we cannot generalise fix>m one or more cas^s, it 
might be argued, tends to show that dispositions are not 
in any way associated with categorical properties. To claim 
that any property P is responsible for fact F, is to claim 
that in every lit& situation fact F would ensue property P !s 
obtaining, where P is a categorical property that *P' causes
F. With dispositions, the problems of specifying like 
situations are much less acute: to correlate or identify 
brittleness with micro-structure means that identity of 
categorical property, micro-structure, entails identity 
of disposition. If, on the other hand, human dispositions 
are not geueralisable in this sense, how can we claim that 
they have a categorical basis?

One answer to this is to point out that the objector is 
assuming that causality necessarily involves causal laws*
It might be said that committment to the truth of statement
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*A causes B (in specified circumstances)* entails a 
commitment to the truth of something like 'Events of type A 
cause events of type B (in specified circumstances)'* (I use 
the term "events" as shorthand for all kinds of causal 
agents, e.g. events, states. I do not want to claim by 
this formulation that only events can Conceivably be causal 
factors.) But, will be the objection, why should we make 
such a further commitment? Why canriot causal statements be 
true without a law covering the events (with prior 
proviso on this word) being true? The answer to this is that 
the assumption is correct -causality does necessrrily 
involve causal laws. For WHAT would we be claiming if we 
said that A causes B but it is not always true that A causes 
B (identical parameters of conditions assumed)? That B 
followed A but B does not always follow A? Then what would 
be the difference betweii saying A causes B and A precedes 
B? Laws, I conclude, are required. I recognise that as 
stated, my claim is false - restrictions have to be placed 
on what kinds of descriptions "A" 'and "B" are, and this is 
not easy to effect - but, with these restrictions, it can be 
claimed that causal statements necessarily involve causal 
laws.

But if this claim is justified, where does that leave 
the assertion that dispositions peculiar to animate objects 
require categorical bases? If the micro-structure of a piece 
of glass is said to cause behaviour characteristic of 
brittleness, and this feature is generalisable, then the fact
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that we cannot generalise from men being brave to all men 
being brave may be thought to kill the idea that hunian 
dispositions have a categorical basis,^ I think the realist’s 
answer is obvious - that, under cert in descriptions, we can 
generalise from one case of a human disposition to other 
possible cases. Just as the other pieces of glass covered 
by the brittleness generalisation may (this bèc%us0 ;it might be 
argued that some kinds of glass, e.g. frosted glass, are 
not brittle) have to satisfy certain criteria relating 
to their micro-structure in order to qualify as instances 
of the law, so a fortiori it will be a requirement that tEe 
instances covered by a law relating to an animate disposition 
satisfy certain criteria. The instances have to be alike in 
cert,.in respectai it is these respects that enable one to 
generalise. And it is to the categorical properties of the 
animatles that we look for provision of these respects. As 
long as we provide certain descriptions - in practice, these 
will be in the form of neurophysiological descriptions - we

I

make a law concernfeog brave men. The fact that the categorical 
properties cause the behaviour characteristic of the 
disposition in one case means that their presence in other 
men will cause similtir behaviour. (I should qualify this: 
unless we have a one-one correlation between the physical 
characteristics, we may not be able to generalise in the 
simp6^ way envisaged. If more than one physical state is 
correlated with the disposition, the simultaneous presence 
of factors peculiar to each state may well not result in the
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behaviour characteristic of the disposition). What has 
given credence to the alleged difference between anim te 
and inanimate dispositions is the fact tnat we know so much 
more about dispositional states in the latter case than in 
the former. What makes it so difficult to correlate in 
the former is the fact that states of the huaian being are 
complex and constantly changing, to an extent unlooked for 
in inanimate objects. But such complexity canuot stand as 
a theoretically well-grounded objection to universalize 
in both cases. The arguments put forward to show that a 
categorical basis is required for dispositions also show that 
laws could be formed: categorical properties are the kinds 
of things which behave uniformly. That can indeed be part 
of the criteria for identifying such properties (and it is 
of interest to note, here, that dispositions play a large 
part in our deciding what ’thing-kind* a thing comes under).

What kinds of material bases are correlatable or 
identifiable with dispositions is a matter for empirical 
science, whether brain-states or states of the Central 
^ervous System, whether a one-one or a many-one correlation 
is correct, these are up for investigation. What one might 
say here, as a kind of armchair physiologist, is that a 
one-one correlation, though most desirable from the point 
of view of ascertaining the relationship between mental and 
non-mental properties, is not the most plausible claim.
There are so many different ways in which one can be 
courageous that there may well be no one feature common to
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all cases of courage. Tuis is another respect in which 
animate and inanimate dispositions are likbly to differ.
I do not think tais difference has any significance for our 
purposes.

I therefore conclude that dispositions (or most of them) 
require categorical bases. Therefore it is now appropriate 
that we turn to the general character of anti-realisli 
aoQounts of truth and meaning.
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Footnotes to Chapter 5#

1. M. Dummett, ’Truth*, P.a.3.. Vol LIX, 1958-9.

2. I. Levi and S. Fiorgenhesser, ’Belief and Disposition’, 
American Philosophical Quarterly, 7ol. I, July, 1970.

3. G. Roberts has warned: ’Beware the contingency reminder’. 
Some dispositions may, as a matter of fact, be possessed 
only by animate objects yet come into the class of 
dispositions not requiring categorical bases. An answer to
t,is would be on the lines of making the class of 
dispositional predicates peculiar to animate objects a matter 
of *type?-classificationi what dispositional predicates when 
predicated of an ex];ression referring to an/Aanimate object, 
coattibute to the foi^^ion of a sensible statement.

4. This is dubious at least in the case of dispositions 
predicable of immimate objects - identification of particular 
micro-structure may well be sufficient for scientists to 
predicate particular disposition(s) of the object - perhaps 
the anti-realist would claim that such evidence was not 
complete. We talk of complete and incomplete evidence in 
Chapter 6.

5* One point which might be made here. It is not peculiar 
to a realist view of dispositions that a causal explanation 
he gives the behaviour characteristic of the disposition.
As R. Rorty points out, in ’Incorrigibility as the hark of 
the Mental*, Jourfi^ of Ihiloso by. Volume LXVII, No. 12, 1970:
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is not clear that the distinction between 
dispositions as states and dispositions as non-states 
comes to more than the distinction between behavioral*’ // 
law backed up by reference to new particulars, and those 
not so backed up. But it.is not clear why explanation 
by reference to unbacked-up behavior laws should not 
count as causal ex])lanation. "

True, but then it is not the dispositions which are causes 
(of their behavioural manifestations), but stimuli.

6.L. Stevenson, ’Are Dispositions Causes?’, Analysis. Vol XXIX, 
no. 6, 1969»

7* A not too irrelevant remark here. W.D. Glasgow and
G.W. Pilkington, in ’Other Kinds on Evidential Necessity’, Kind, 
Vol. LXXÎX, No. 315. I97G, claim that "such human dispositions 
(AW - the examples are honesty and integrity) are always of 
a ’more or less’ variety*. This remark is mobilized by . 
them in opposition to logical behavi urism - to which thesis 
it doe% indeed, seem fatal - but it is also a problem for 
any account of dispositions. One has doubts about lumping 
together dispositions like integrity, and tuose like courage 
which Glasgow and Pilkington seem to do. It may be necessary 
to classify various kinds of integrity: this disposition 
may be a genus type whereas courage is a species (not, I 
hasten to add, of the genus ’integrity’). But it can be said 
that this feature of dispositions is a difficulty for any 
account•
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GHAFTER 6.

Ve have raised and discuased Game of the problems of 
adopting an anti-realist position on truth and meaning: the 
implausible consequences of an epistemological account of 
truth outside its birth-place - mathematics, the denial 
of the lo'ical necessity of the LIH, the problem of specifying 
fully the experimnhtal conditions under which we can say 
a statement is verified (and the implausibility of an 
operationalist analysis of dispositions), and the failure of 
operoti^nalist and verificationist attempts at providing a 
satisfactory account of theories and theoretical terms, 
at’̂empts which were seen to be vitiated by a correct analysis 
of scientific investigation itself. Considered as a reformatory 
theory, as opposed to a descriptive one, anti-realism is not 
refuted by these objections - though it Might be said that the 
impossibility of defining behaviourism behaviouristically 
makes it at least very difficult to give any useful analysis 
of mental phenomena in terms of behaviour: the distinction 
between sincere and insincere actions for instance, if it is 
not to be made arbitrary, may well prove impossible to 
formulate - but one objection, mentioned earlier, may be 
said to show the unacceptable nature of anti-realism, even 
as a propsoal. That objection is that the adoption of anti
realist tenëts would lead to solipsism- Such a consequence 
is a general feature of anti-realisM ac ounts of truth and 
meaning, and an attempt to prove this point can be seen,
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therefore, as part of an attack on the general theory of anti- 
realism*

We claimed in ^hapter 1 that anti-realism led to solipsisim 
in each of three respects: a) the problem of specifying the 
reference of 'we* in Dumiett's forranlation: 'The meaning of 
a statement of a given class is given in terms of the 
conditions w=xich we recognise as establishing the truth or 
falsity of statements of that class* * b) The requirement that 
re CO ni 8 able conditions provide the truth^-conditions in the 
anti-realist account of meaning provides no guarantee that 
anybody would be speaking the same language and understanding 
words in the same way. c) In the case of empirical statements, 
the anti-realist demands bome observational basis as forming 
the foundation of our knowledge. This will usually involve 
reduction of non-observational statements to observational 
ones, wh t level of observational statements sho <ld be chosen? 
Why should not the anti-realist choose the most miserly one - 
that describing “sense-data”? Let us de^l with these points 
in turn. ‘

a) Immmett makes no further comment on his assertion, 
presumably believing it to be unproblematic, but i think there 
are one or two difficulties about it. Who are 'we*? The 
whole human-raceV A particular culture-group? Those wuo 
speak the same language? One or two minor problems may arise 
from choice of the first - different peoples may hrve different 
methods of verifying or confirming statements. Â digression 
into what is to count as the same statement would be unnecessary
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for our purposes. o we will assume that the 'we* are those 
wiio speak the same language and have roughly similar cultures. 
Then suppose that we, in 1970, have no way of verifying a partic
ular class of statement, yet icnww that our forefathers in 
I87O, had such a way (the technological knowledge might have 
been lost in I871)* Would that moke any statement we made 
in that class meaningless? Such a possibility is perhaps 
remot but is nevertheless fea.ible. Short of an account 
of what is to count as the same class (perhaps defined in 
terms of simil r verifying conditions?) it is difficult to 
rig up a water-tight example. But technological disasters 
are possible: in .such circumstances, a realist would presumably 
claim that the statement had the same meaning as before.
For instance, if we lost all means of observing, with the help 
of apparatus, traces in cloud chambers, etc. an anti-realist 
would presumably say that the term 'electron* had no meaning, 
or rather that any statement in which the term 'electron* was 
used (and not mentioned) would be meaningless. This assumes 
that statements within the field of micro-physics form a class - 
a not unreasonable assumption, I hope. Suppose 'we' went 
blind and remained blind. An anti-realist would presumably 
say that the meanings of material object statements (a class?) 
had changed. Would the realist?

What has this to do with solipsism? In the absence of an 
adê ,j.uate statement of what is to count as 'we', there seems 
no reason, on Duxmett's account, why the fact that two people 
make the same noises slould mean the same things. For they
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may have different views as to what is to count as verifying 
or falsifying the statement they are each making. The redactio 
of this is that nobody means the same by the same noises.
Now, this claim I realise is absurd - there are field where 
groups of people all recognise identical truth-conditions, 
e.g. in many scientific fields - but Dummett has given no 
reason why we should regard this as being the case in non- 
scientific areas of discourse. This claim is central to 
the s oond way in which anti-realism leads to solipsism (and 
this is a much more serious avenue than the first) so I 
will take that point now.

b) If meaning is given in terms of recognisable truth- 
conditions, why sliould you and I, who speak the * same* 
language, i.e. utter the same noises, mean the sameby what 
we say? I might verify my material object statements in 
a way very different to yours. Suppose we compare methods 
of verification and falsification. Surely that would establish 
whether we meant the same or not. But even if we uttered 
the same noises in answer to the question, the same point 
would apply. Does identity of noise entail identity of 
meaning. Do we recognise the same truth-co ndit ions for THIS 
statement, and so on. Granted that this is an implausible 
picture, all that can be established is that you and I tend 
to utter the same noises and do the same things as a result 
of such utterances (and a strict behaviourist^ would be 
satisfied with this). There is no guarantee that what we 
regard as truth- or falsity-conditions are symmetrical.
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Both of these objections are rather out-of-the-way 
and they do not really convince. What I hope is a much 
more cogent objection is my third route to solipsism.

If the meaning of empirical statements is given in
terms of the observational truth-conditions which we recognise
as verifying tnem, what is to prevent a slide into demanding

2the most indubitable truth-grounds? For instance, in the
case of material object statements the only sure way we have 
of verifying these statements is by means of our perceptual 
faculties. Therefore, specification of recognisable truth- 
conditions will centrally include statements about our 
perception. Such statements will be in the form of 
statements about seeing, hearing, etc. the material objects. 
But if that is what a material object statement means, we 
are back with the phenomenalist insistence that wnat the 
truth of a material object statement really does is to 
license an infinity of statements about seuse-data. And 
this is is the short way to solipsism. T.h.B. Bprigge in 
a review of Willi:ua Todd's book Analytic;! Solipsism defies 
this consequence;

"Todd may say that phenomenalism is bound to be solipcistic 
for it is precisely the doctrine that one’s statements 
about material things are reducible to statements about 
one's own sensations .... There is no need for tihs, 
iiowever. One might claim that statements about the 
material world are reducible to statements about possible 
sensations, without restricting the range covered by
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'sensation* to the speaker's sensations."
(Inquiry, Vol. 13» ho. 4)f

One might, but at the severe cost of undercutting the
whole raison d'etre of the phehnomenalist programme.
For why should statements about other people's sensations 
be imixine from the same kind of phenomenalist analysis 
given to other material object statements? Statements about 
other people's sensations are also reducible. And they 
can only be reducible to statements about MY sensations.
One interesting consequence here is an logons to what 
Moore says about ethical disagreement. If 'x is wrong' 
means *I disapprove of x', and 'x is right* means 'I approve 
of X * , then if Jones says that x is wrong and Smith that 
X is right they are not contradicting each other. Of course, 
I go further here and claim that even your claim to perceive 
a materiel object not only does not contradict any of my '
assertions about that object, but is reducible to a statement
about me.

But is this argument conclusive? It might be said 
that we have shown that the anti-realist conception of 
meaning entails solipsism only because, in one particular 
area of its application, phenomenalism is a solipsistic 
programme. Bhould we not provide more general arguments 
for our claim? I think tils objectioniÂs justified, though 
I think that the above argument is in its way conclusive, 
so we will inquire in some detail in to the general features 
of anti-realist accounts of meaning.
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The central motivating force of anti-realist accounts 
is the desire to avoid the sceptical consequences thought 
to ensue on other accounts of raeeining and truth. It is 
supposed that only by building up an account from the 
situations in which we use the notions of truth and meaning 
can we provide an account which is based on hard fact and 
not open to all sorts of doubts, typical of philosophical 
sceptics. This is tne justification for employing epistemic 
situations as the cradle for an acceptable account of truth 
and meaning. In some ways, it is more of an historical 
account of language-use and acquisition than riyal accounts, 
relying as it does on the alleged way we come to grasp an 
understanding of these notion. This is why Dummett lays 
such emphasis on the fact that it is only through learning 
to correctly as ert statements that we learn what 'true' 
means. This insistence on rooting the account in epistemic 
situations explains Russell's fear (in An Inquiry into 
Meanin and Truth^) that the acceptance of the Law of 
Excluded Middle would commit one to *8 realist metaphysic 
which may seem, in the spirit if not in the letter, 
incompatible with empiricism'. The claim that it is only 
through using the notions of truth and meaning that one 
can come to understand their meaning, and the further claim 
that it is therefore by means of their use that the meaning 
of 'truth* nnd 'meaning' must be explained, is complementary 
to the insiste ce on seeing epistemic situations as the 
key to a satisfactory account of these terms. This very
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naturally goes hand-in-hand with an adherence to empiricism 
so that the notions of 'truth* and 'provability* are 
cemented together, so that 'meaning' is closely allied to 
'truth-grounds*, or 'sufficient evidence', fhe positivist 
employment of these beliefs is perhaps best summed up by 
Malcolm in his article 'Behaviorism as a Philosophy'.^ 
Malcolm, in discussing Carnap's grounds for accepting 
behaviourism as the only scientifically-based psychological 
theory, says:

"Carnapls reply is that the person's statement does not 
inform us of anything unless we understand iauthor*b 
emphasis) it, and we do not understand it unless we 
know what observable phenomena would verify it."
The trouble is that if experience is made the sole 

basis fbr provision of meaning - m-^ing being given in 
terms of those (experiential) conditions which verify - we 
are driven back to our own experience as the only acceptable 
met od of verification. There is more than a hint of this in 
early verificationist (see Camap) talk of 'methodological 
solipsism'. The positivists saw that this was hardly 
distinguishable from 'ordinary* solipsism and led to a 
kind of idealism which was precisely the opposite destination 
they wished to reach. The problem was that, to guarantee 
the existence of an indubitable basis on vdiich to build the 
edifice of knowledge, and thus do justice both to 
verificationist principles and to the accented fact that 
we do have knowledge, the positivists were open to least
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objection, on these scores, if they olio se personal 
experience as the basis. This meant, of course, that 
they were caught on the other horn of the dilemma - 
solipsism. We can put the problem this way; it is a 
consequence of the anti-realist theory of meaning that the 
truth of say a material object statement consists in its act
ually or possibly being verified by us. We verify by means 
of perceptual experiences. But the only perce tuai 
experiences I can know of, in the sense of conclusively 
verify, are my own. For suppose I try to verify your 
perceptual experiences, or rather, the fact that you are 
having such experiences. The only way I have of doing this 
is to consult my own experiences (of your experiences). The 
statement 'You are having perceptual experiences of X* is 
presumably sjimetrical with other material object statements 
in requiring conditions for verification. Such conditions 
can only consist in my own experiences. Therefore, what 
'You are having perceptual experiences of X* comes down to 
is that I am having experiences of your .... We therefore 
arrive at solipsism. hat necessitates this conclusion 
is the anti-realist insistence on experience as providing 
the meaning of materiàl object statements, rather than merely 
claiming that experiences provide good grounds for 
believing in the truth of such statements. In general, 
rooting meaning and truth in epistemic situations has these 
disastrous results.

A related objection weighs against the demand for an
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observational basis for our knowledge and for the 
specification of meaning. If such a basis iâ po do the 
job of providing an indubitable foundation why should we 
not make the basis as indubitable as possible (or, if 
this is too strong, as incorrigible as possible)? why 
should we remain at the level of statement exemplified 
by sees I* (therefore, X exists)? After all, although 
*X sees X* entails that X exists (in Professor D.Ü.P. Wiggins* 
terminology, it is an expression of a type of prepositional

f.
attitude called ' epistemic*.), discerning tc.e truth of 
*X sees X* is not without difficulties. Empiricists 
are particularly sensitive to the Argument from Illusion, 
to take just one case, we therefore get pushed down tne 
road to sense-data statements. And if the meaning of 
statements is given in terms of these kinds of statements 
- for they are the truth-grounds for statements such as 
*X sees X* - solipsism is the only conclusion. For meanings 
will be private to each person; by definition, people canuot 
perceive the same sense-data.

I
Another possible objection, for which I am indebted 

to G.W. Roberts, is that tne data do not remain 'hard*. If 
we require of an analysis of a material object statement that 
it recognise tne temporal oontxnuity of such objects, there 
simply will not be enough basis in observational data to 
make up an acceptable equivalence relationship between the 
analysans and the analysandum. Data become *s13uf-6’.

Of course, behaviourism is not open to this precise kind 
of objection; phenomenalism and behaviourism are like two
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sides of the coin* As iAmmett says, in 'The Reality of 
the Past'^ "it immediately occurs to us to wonder whether 
it is possible consistently to maintain an anti-realist 
position simultaneously in both regards". But one can 
view the two doctrines as being open to a similar objection 
in one respect, viz., that both demand necessary and 
sufficient conditions for the truth of, respectively, 
material object statements and statements about other 
minds, Unless behaviour is defined non-behaviouristically, 
thus making the whole doctrine trivial, this cannot be done; 
and the phenomenalist programme demfinds that an infinite 
number of phenomenal statements be true if the material object 
statement is true. How do^ we verify an infinite number of 
t̂ater.ents? What is at fault is the demand for sufficient
d/necessary observational conditions.

/ j , Here we see how the considerations brought forward in 
'^apter 2 in opposition to the operationalist and behaviourist 
îtempts to provide observational conditions for the 

^predication of disposition terms can be mobilised for use

/ihesls requires is that there be conditions such that our
igainst the general anti-realist thesis. For wnat that
It

%}Qwledge that they obtain is Sufficient for us to know the 
y / ( ̂/ truth of the statement in question, i.e. whose truth-grounds 

these conditions are. And such conditions muat be, in a 
very real sense, knowable. In the case of reductive kinds 
of anti-realism, we must be able to infer from one or more 
true, i.e. known, statements of the 'basic* class the truth
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of the ’constructed* class. But tae examples of behaviourism 
and phenomenalism are not favourable to the anti-realist here. 
Behaviourism in any plausible form, does not define behaviour 
behaviouristically: any attempt to give a beh:viouristic 
analysis of behaviour will meet With insuperable problems,, 
e.g. the impossibility of distinguishing sincere and 
insincere behaviour. And. phenomenalism leads to solipsism, 
as we have seen. A non-reductionist variety of anti
realism is in no better health, for provision of sufficient 
and necessary conditions here will also prove an impossible 
task. Or rather, if such conditions are provided, they 
will be such that their obtaining or not will not be 
obvious. For instance, suppose we provide a sufficient 
condition for *Y exists* (where *X* is a four-dimensional 
object) by stipulating that the truth of *Y'is touched by a 
human being* entails the truth of *Y exists*, then we are 
going to require a very stiff condition for the truth of 'i*
*Y is touched by a human being*. Such stiffness is necessary 
because the truth of the latter statement is supposed-to 
eatail the truth of th^ fonaer: it is not just evidence for 
the other statement. The problems of hallucinations, 
illusions, etc. arise here to make it at least extremely 
difficult to ever be sure one is in a position to assert auch 
a statement. The data have to be made * hard *.

We can best bring out the importance of this, aacl its
force, by using an example. Putnam, in 'Psychological
M 7Concepts, Explication, and Ordinary Langua: e**, argues
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against the claim that it is impossible for Jones to be 
exhibiting all the symptoms of anger yet not be angry 
really. (We assume that deception is somehow uled out.)
What the discussion boils down to is this; either we regard 
the 'symptoms* of anger, i.e. *anger-behaviour*, as criteria 
for someone being angry or we regard such symptoms merely 
as evidence of the person being angry. In the former case, 
we regard the symptoms as what Putnam calls ’defining 
characteristics’, so that collectively they constitute 
the meanin;; of the term ’anger*; in the latter case, we 
sever the notions of evidence for anger from the meaning 
of tiie term ’anger*. In the former case, the symptoms are 
Collectively sufficient for specification of the meaning of 
* anger*; in the latter case, this is not so. Thus for the 
behaviourist - someone taking the first option - the truth 
of statements about all these conditions entails the truth 
of the statement about anger. We can perhaĵ s now more easily 
see that we must be extremely cautious about what we allow 
in to our epistemic basis, for it is not implausible to 
claim that many kinds of behaviour are compatible with many 
kinds of 'mental ’states*. In fact we cannot accomplish 
this task. Hot only dispositional statements, with the 
inherent openness of the terms to contend with, but 
statements about so-called mental states prove impossible to 
reduce to behaviour statements (unless, trivially, it is 
done circularly).

If we adopt the other anti-realist course - I am assuming
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that the two cannot be adopted in toto together - and accept 
phenomenalism, we face similar difficulties. Our basis is 
going to have to be tight enough to accommodate satisfactorily 
arguments from illusion, hallucinations, etc. To do this, 
we have to make our basis as miserly in knowledge-claims as 
possible, i.e. we are forced into solipsism. The insistence 
in a basis means that the phenomena in the basis have 
to be both readily recognisable and epistemologically sound 
(this applies to all kinds of anti-realism, not just tne 
phenomenalist variety). This basis cannot be provided.

It mi gilt be mentioned here that Achinstein* s argument
o

in ’The Problem of Theoretical Terms’ , though not » 
conclusive in this respect, does provide ammunition for those 
Who claim that observational bases canlot be provided.

What is fundamentally at fault with the anti-realist 
approach is its analysis of what it is for tenas and 
sentences to have sense. Kpistemological principles, the 
nature of which are determined largely by the fear of 
scepticism, push the anti-realist into a doctrine of meaning 
which allows him lit ole room to manoeuvre with in the 
parameters of his own chosen field of knoiedge-acquisition.
We saw in Chapter 3 how the anti-realist doctrine of meaning 
failed to do justice to scientific methods of investigation; 
indeed, one could say that acceptance of anti-realist tenets 
would be anti-heuristic for scientists. The demand for 
justification of the intersubjectivity of language has 
led the anti-realist into ’justifying* precisely the opposite.
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The sense of a sentence is given in terms of the 
conditions which would make tne sentence true. A sentence’s 
being true or being false must make a difference to the 
world (unless we have a tautology); therefore what better 
way is there of making sense of what somebody says than 
by consideration of what difference the truth or the 
falsity of what he says would make? There is no more 
objection to this circle of truth and meaning than there is 
to the circle of * analytic!ty*, *synonomy*, self- 
contradictoriness*, etc.. We go round in circles, but 
not necess rily viciously. The deraand for one or the 
other to be basic seems to be a mistake peculiarly 
symmetrical with the demand for a basis for our knowledge. 
Even a philosopher such as Feigi has come to the conclusion 
that "the meaning of scientific statements cennot indeed 

their truth-conditions. But "truth-conditions" does 
not mean the same as "confirming evidence".

The peculiarity of anti-realism holds for truth as
well as for meaning. An assertion is true, according to
Dummett, if correct assertability conditions are present,
which we are capable of recognising. Does this mean that
the person who makes a particular statement has to be
capable of recognising the said conditions? Or do such
conditions merely have to be present in the world, available
to all, but not necessarily in tne possession of tue person
concerned? Dummett’s "T anti-realist", in ’The Reality of 

10t e  Past* , i.e. an anti-realist only with respect to the
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past, can allow tne latter possibility# Dummett says of 
him: •he can allow the possibility that a statement may be 
true even though we do not, and never will, know of any 
evidence in its favour". He calls this sense of ’true*
’absolute truth* and claims we do not norm-̂ lly use the 
word ’true* in this sense; rather we use the word in the 
sense of claiming that a statement is justified on the 
grounds of evidence. What one would want to say about 
this is that Dummett has not drawn a distinction between 
two senses of ’true*, but has indicated the imperfection of 
our knowledge. ’Ordinary truth* seems to refer to the 
possibility of claiming that something is true, and its 
possibly not being the- case;- we are not infallible;
’absolute truth* to the fact that the Law of Excluded 
Kiddle is a logical necessity, dividing the possibilities 
into two, *p* and *not-p*. Dummett says, "it is only 
in this sense of ’true’ (i.e. absolute) taat we are entitled 
to assume that there is a determinate answer, even if known 
only to God, to the question whether a given statement is or 
is not true".

It is unlikely that we could claim many statements were 
* absolutely true*, in Dummett’s sense, for we are hardly 
ever in possession of ’sufficient* or ’complete* evidence. 
Incomplete evidence will be our staple diet, unless the 
anti-realist is liberal in laying down assertability conditions. 
And that would be incompatible with his aim of providing a 
solid basis for knowledge.
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The anti-realist is pulled in two opposite directions 
by his presuppositions: he wants to provide a solid 
foundation for knowledge, which means the disguised attractions 
of solipsism are heightened, and he wants to provide 
clearly recognisable assertability conditions - a desire w>iich 
leads to the strong possibility of error and therefore
Sce//fcfCA^s<

To claim that we cannot assert a statement if we cannot 
assert (or deny) its constituents may be correct to the 
extent that we would not be justified in claiming knowledge, 
or even strong belief (if asserting X implies a claim to 
knowing or strongly believing X) - we would be misleading 
our hearers, for instance. But to refuse to assert the 
^aw of Excluded Middle on these grounds is mistaken: the 
Law of Excluded Middle is not true in virtue of our 
ability either to assert *p* or to assert *not-p* in every 
case. It is true because there are only two possibilities 
in the world and either *p* will, in some sense, ’correspond* 
to the actuality or *not-p* will. Moreover, if the Law of 
Excluded Middle fails to meet the anti-realist test, then 
so does the Principle of Non-Contradiction. And this is 
surely a not inconclusive Eirgument against anti-roalism.
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Footnotes to Chapter 6.

1. Of course, one can trivialise this by pointing to the 
fact that a class can be constituted out of any members. 
Obviously, Dummett hid not mean that to be a possibility, 
but he gives us no clue as to what the relevant classes 
are ~ except citing the examples of statements about the 
past and statements about other minds « nor what are the 
qualifications for membership of a class.

2. One quotation from Dumiaett is interesting, if 1 have 
interpreted it correctly

"for two people might agree in their dispositions to 
recognise something as belonging to the totality (finite 
totality of natural numbers), and still differ on tne 
criteria they accepted for asserting something to be 
true of all the members of the totality."
('The Philosophical bigmificance of Gddel's Theorenf,
Ratio, 1964.)

3* T*b.8. Sprigge, Review of Analy t ic al Colip si am by W. Todd,
Inquiry, Vol. XIII, No. 4, 1970.

4. B. Russell, 'An Inquiry into Meaning: and Truth, Allen 
and Unwin, Ltd., 1940.

5# H* Malcolm, 'Behaviourism as a Philosophy of Psychology*, 
Behaviourism and Phenomenolofy, edited by T.W. Wann, University 
of Chicago Press, 1964.
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6. Ü.H.P. Wiggins, 'Freedom Knowledge, Belief and Causality*, 
Freedom and fecessity, edited by G. Vesey, Hacmill&n, 1970.

7. H. Putnam, 'Psychological Concepts, Explication, and 
Ordinary Language', Journal of Philoso by. Vol. LIV, 1957#

8. P. Achinstein, 'The Problem of Theoretical Terms*, 
American hilosopaical quarterly. Vol. XI, No. 3, 1965#

9. H. Feigl, 'The "Mental" and "Physical"% The Essay 
a.id a Postscript, University of Minnesota Press, 1967#

10. H. Dummett, 'The Reality of the Past*, P.A.b,, Vol. LXIX, 
1968-9#
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